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I

Introduction'

Boston has been a magnet for people searching

for access to the larger American society evir since the

founding of the nation. Boston's magnetism as, in recent

decades, attracted thousands of black..Americ ns, Hispanic

Americans, and Oriental Americans into its midst. Like

those who preceded them ,from Europe, these Americans are

s
a

being pushed by the 'hardships of their preaerit life and

pulled by the promise of opportunities that poston has

always represented.

Many Bostonians today face a different situation

from the one faced by settlers in earlier generations,

however. Many of today's Bostonians, white, bladk, and other

minorities; must bridge a cultural gat far wider than the one
41,

bridged by their predecessors.

Hard as the bridge to opportunity wag to travel

for most Bostonians from 1800 to 1946, the bridge did exist.

Growing industries were in search of workerg: The physical

structure of Boston permitted the incoming ethnic groups,

albeit after much struggle, .to settle in enclaves within a

1. This introduction has been taken almost verbatim from

the report of the masters filedMarch 31, 1975.
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city that was riot yet over-built. Of equal importance, free

public schools served as an open/road across the gulf

between the old cultures and the new. Public schools also

provided, through their instruction, 'access to semi-skilled

and skilled occupations.

BUilding upon a foundation laid in the colonial

era, Boston became the bridge not only to liberty, but to

the ideal of the free, universal, and inclusive public school.

Horace Mann established in 1837 the nation's first statewide

.Seducation commission. In that decade, he achieved *world wide

renown as the Father of`the ComMon School. Under his stimulus,

Boston erected the Quincy School, still in use today in Boston,

as the nation's first multi - classroom public elementary school.-

Built in 1847, the Quincy Sdhool expressed in brick and mortar

as well as program all that was ideal, urban, and progressive

in the nineteenth century vision of the Common School.

Horace Mann's vision served the children and youth

of Boston for more thatia century. But, as the deterioration

and segregation of the Quincy School make plain to the eye of

any visitor, that vision began to dim after WOrld War II.

Public schools and school' services became increasingly unequal

Some became exclusive rather than inclusive of

all groups.

-2-
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Ethnic segregation, cultural isolation, overcrowd-

ing some schools and extreme underutilization in others,

incoherent grade structures, discriminatory assignments

and school admissions procedures, all combined to guarantee

unequal'and inferior educational opportunities for the

children of BOston By the late 1960's conditions had become

so'deplorable that one responsible investigator reported,

Of any generation of seventh graders,
85 percent do not complete four years of
college; 75 percent do not even begin college.
In any ghetto area,inore than half never
finish high school.

As the public schools of Boston declined, they

also became outmoded. Speaking of them, the Ha7rrington Report

conclUded, "Course offerings available to most public school

students today are similar to those in 'the schools of their

parents'and grandparents."3 In the last few years,. the

Boston School Department has worked to introduce some

innovations and improvements, but these have been handicapped

by maneuvers to maintain segregation.

This demise'over a period of three decades took

place alongside the rising hunger of Bostonians for schools

2. Peter Schrag, Village School Downtown, (1967).

3. Willis - Harrington Commission.
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that could help them bridge the gap between ethnic isolation

aria access to the larger and ever more complex urban
....-

society. The children of second and third generation

white ethnic families suffered as the schools located within

their residential enclaves dame to reinforce rather than

reduce the educational distance between their neighborhood

and access to the larger society. Black and other minority

children, meanwhile, suffered even greater educational

deprivations as the schools they attended were the most

crowded, the oldest, the least well maintained, and the most

poorly staffed that the school committee could offer.

In the court's quest for a remedy adequate to

reviving the vision of an equitable and effective public

school system, it has planned for schools that will be free,

universal, inclusive, and sound in ways that meet the

educational needs and aspirations of'all of Boston's citizens.

It believes that the reconstruction of the ideflta -Of the

Common School requires a common concern with equality-and

excellence throughout all institutions and groups in the

entire Greater Boston area.

While it has obligated the Boston School Committee

and its Department to eliminate segregation and the effects.
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of discrimination in the public schools, it has also
4

solicited the talent, -support, and assistance of colleges,

universities, and business and other organizations

in developing learning opportunities that will remedy

the losses students have'already suffered and that will

lay,a basis for improving the quality..of education for'

the total City.

II

*

Prior Proceedings-'

On June 21, 1974 the court issued an opinion

holding that Boston's public schools had been unconstitutionally

segregated by the.purposeinl actions of the school committee

and superintendent. Morgan v. Hennigan, D. Mass. 1974,
'-

379 F.Supp. 410.. This finding was affirmed by the Court

of Appeals in'December of 1974: Morgan v. Kerrigal Cir.

1974, 509 F. 2d 580. The finding was based on a history of

school committee actions and inactions spanning a decade,

involving overcrowding and underutilization of facilities,

placedent of portable classrooms, use of new facilities,. 1

districting, feeder patterns, open enrollment policies, and

hiring and assignment of faculty and staff, which intentionally

-52
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brought about and mairtained a dual school System in

Boston. In 1971-72 the system contained 59,300 whites

(61%) and 30,600 blacks (32%), yet only five of 140

elementary schools had a racial composition thit came,

within 107 ; of the citywide ratio. Eighty-four percent

of white students in Bostoh attended schools more than

80% white; 62% of black studdnts attended schools more

,-

than-70% black. 379 F.Supp. at 424. Added to the back-
,

ground of this case were efforts by the school 0 ittee

beginnin& in 1965 to evade the effects of a Racial

Imbalance Act passed by the Massachusetts legislature.

Mass. G.L. c. 71, §§37C and 37D, and c. 15, MI, 1J and

1K. Following an unsuccessful attack by the Bostofi School

Committee on the constitutionality of the statute, a series
4

of orders of the State Board of, Education and judicial

proceedings in state courts culminated in orders from the

,upreme Judicial Court that the school committee implement

-in the 1974-75 school year a plan formulated by the State

Board of*Education (the "state plant!).

In the court's opinion of-June 21, 1974 the

defendants Boston School Committee and Superintendent (the

"city defendants") were found to have "knowingly carried

-6-
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sybtematic program of segregation affecting all of

the city's students, teachers and school facilities and

to have intentionally brought about and maintained a dual

school system." 379 F.Supp. 410, 482. The court ordered

these defendants to "begin forthwith the 'formulation of

plans, which shall eliminate every form of racial segregation

in the public schools of Boston,' including all consequences

and vestiges of segregation previously practiced by the

defendants." 379 F.Supp. at 484. As an interlocutory

order, the court enjoined the defendant school committee

and superintendent from failing to comply with the state plan.
.

In July 1974 the school committee and Superintendent,

dissatisfied with the state plan, requested time in which

to prepare a substitute plan which would accomplish de-

segregation in two stages, secondary schools in September

1974 and elementary schools in September 1975. The court

granted time until July 29. At the end of this period,

the defendants reported that they had been unable to

develop a satisfactory substitute for the state plan,

and the.efforts of the court and parties turned to the

implementation sof the state plan. The state plan is only

-7-
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a partial plan in terms of the constitutional requirements

of this case. Drawn under constraints of state law regarding

assignments, it sought to decrease the number of racially

Mbeilanced schools, i.e., having a majority of non-white

students, from 68 to 44. It left large areas of the city

such as Charlestown and East Boston unaffected and permitted
the continuation.

/of a number of virtually all black middle and elementary

schools.

The opening of school under the state plan in

Septembeeof 1974 was accompanied by some violence and much

fear. School buses were stoned, their windows broken and

some children cut by shattered glass. Angry crowds of white

parents and students gathered in front of schools to protest

the entry of black students assigned there. Student boycotts

of varying effectiveness were organized. Many students
c

stayed home or were kept home by their parents out of fear

for their personal safety. Several city high schools were

the scenes of racially-connected fights and incidents.

As the school year continued, violence subsided, then recurred.

The court and the parties took several steps in an effort to

-8-
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provide security and reduce racial tensions. Racial-

ethnic councils of parents and students were established.

In October federal marshals were requested by the Mayor,

but it.developed that such assistance was available

at the federal level only after city and state

resources were exhausted. State troopers joined

city police in large numbers in troubled areas, such

as predominantly white South Boston and Hyde Park.

Even today 166.state and local police officers are es

stationed in the halls of South Boston High School

and another 134 are stationed in the vicinity during

school hours. In December a white student was stabbed

inside South Boston High School by a black student.

Community residents gathered and surrounded the high

school building, trapping black students illside until a

decoy operation by police permitted the departure of the

black students. In the aftermath of this incident, all
in the South Boston-Roxbury district

schools/were closed early for the Christmas vacation

and reopened late, and then only against advice of

city and state police officials who urged the permanent

closing of South Boston High. The court issued orders

-9-
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C

designed to keep crowds from gathering along bus routes

and,around school buildings, and to keep non-students

out of school buildings during, class hours. The student

code of discipline was amended to prohibit' the use of

racial epithets to antagonize others. The parties

developed alternative plans for students atSouth Boston

High Should its permanent closing have become necessary,.

A monitoring program was developed by the Community

Relations Service, of the United States Department of

Justice,

troubled

tension.

under which volunteers have been stationed in_

schools to wat&,Ytfor Signs of increasing

In many schooli this year the atmosphere has

been ,one of felt tension, where the educational process

has suffered. In others, notabl at the middle andM

elementaiy.school levels, but al o at-sane'high schools,

students and teachers have gone about the business of

leaining and have developed integrated learning programs

of which they are proud.

' As these events were occurring, planning was



renewed for the development of a citywide desegregation

plan to be implemented in September 1975. After several

hearings on proposals of the parties as to its terms, the

court entered,an'order on October J1, 1974 establishing

the filinedate 'and general contents of a student

desegregation plan to be filed by thed4fendanti. This

order required the filing of progress reports.. on the

development of theA)lan and filing of the plan itself

by DecMber 16, 1974. It also stat4d that "the plan

shall be approved by vote of the defendant school committee

before submission to the court." In setting standards for

-the plan,-the court said:

Taking into account the safety of students
and the practicalities-of the situation,
the student desegregation plai shall provide
'for the greatest possible'degree of actugl
desegregation of all grades in all schools
in all parts of the city. In drafting the
plan, the defendants shall-utilize awe
starting point and keep in mind the goal
that the racial composition of th)e student
body of every school should generally reflect
the ratios of white and black students
enrolled atthat.grade level of schools,
elementary, intermediate and secondary,
'throughout,the system.

The order provided that parties and'other interested community
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groups would have until 'January 2G, 1975 to file 'criticisms

of the School committee plan or to file alternative plans.

Progress reports were duly filed by toe

defendants, bqt on the deadline for filing its,plan,

December 16, the school committee by a three to two vote

refused to approve .for filing with. the court the- plan-,

developed by the School, department at the School

,Committee's diiection and about which the progress reports,

had been made. Counsel for the defendants filed the plan

/(known as "the December 16 plan") despite the School-

dommittee vote, then asked the court's permission, granted
A

when new counsel was later obtained, to withdraw from the

case..

Plaintiffs filed motions thElt the throe members
ti ,

of the School committee voting against submission of the

December 16 plan be held in criminal .and civil contempt.

In preparation for the hearing on these motions., the court ,

required written answers from these three school committee

members to questions aboUt their Willingness to obey

future. orders of theocourt.and'their willingness to take

affirmative steps to decrease racial tensions and peacefully

AY

O

-12-
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implement. the state plan. In every case the members

. -

stated that they would obey orders by the court but would ."

take no other steps except where they deemed actions would

reduce racial antagonism and provide adequate safety for

the school children. The quegtions and the'then chairman

KerriOn's answers, which were typical, appear as.:

Appendix A. At hearing on the contempt motions the

\

members testified that their votes had been based on'

conscientious opposition to any .form of "forced busing,"

i.e., assignments to schools beyond walking distance,

which made. them unableto endorse any desegregation plan

containing forced busing. .This view was adhered to even,

though there might be no desegregation without mandatory

busing. The then chairmai Kerrigan testified as follows:

Icertainly am against the forced busing
of school children. I have always been

. against the forced busing of school'
children. I ran for offic, stating that
I would never vote fot a plan that
involved the busing of school children.
It is unfortunate that is the 'way our
society exists, the way he housing patterns
are laid out, but the son y way you are going .

to desegregate ,city schools is throtgh
forced busing.

I certatnly :could go fOr magnet sch

1 E)

ols. I
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certainly could go for an increase in the
METCO;progrmm. I could go'fbr'any plan
that would give the parents whom I represent
a choice of the sahopl. I can't vote for a
plan that includes the forced busing of
school children. The hypocrisy in that
statement is-there is no way that it can
be done without-the forced busing' of
children,

The court denied the motions for criminal contempt but

held the,thiee committeemen in civil contempt of the

October 3t order. In order to continue the planning

process, however, the court directed the parties to file

critiques and alternatives to the December 16 plan,
ti

unsponsored though it was. On December 30-the court

outlined Sanctions to begin January 9, 1975 which6'could

be avoided or'purged by a vote to authorize the submission

of a student desegregation plan. On January 7, after

applications for a stay of sanctions were denied by,this

court and by the Court:, of Appeals, the school committee

voted to direct the school department to draw up a desegre-

gation plan without forced busing and to -authorize, the

submission to the court of that plan. The court found

that the three committeemen had thereby purged themselves

-14-
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of civil .contempt provided the plan was authorized and

,.ailed by January 20, later extended to January 27. The

school committee did authOrize and file a plan on

January 27.
' ;

An alternative plan' was filed on January 20 by

the plaintiffs, along with criticisms of the December 16

plan by parties including the state defendants, the Major

and Public.Facilities Department, the Boston Teachers

Union, as well as.numeraus community groups and individuals.

El Comi-te de Padres Pro Defense de la Educacion Bilingue

(hereinafter referred to as "El Comite") was permitted to

intervene on behalf of the Hispanic, children and parents

r
and alio filed comments on the various submisSions. The

.parties then _filed comments on each other's submissions.

to clarify points of disagreement.

- The Home and School Association, -comprising

chapters of parents, was permitted to intervene on the

Jquestion of the student desegregation remedy and filed a

-. plan and supporting memoranda which the court treated as

amotion to'modify its October 31 order. The association

s(p

A
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attempted to show that certain segregated schools had not

been affected by defendants' actions and therefore were

not required to be desegregated in formulating a remedy.

The association argued that even within an admittedly

dual school system, the remedy should reach only those

schools in the system as tOwhich,specific findings as to

the effect of. segregative actions had been made. The

court held a separate hearing on February 5, rejected the,

association's motion and refused to allow further con-

sideration of its plan.

The court deterdinedthat because of the

camp xity and multiplicity of$the school desegregation

plans and proposals filed, the use of a panel of masters

to hold evidentiary hearings and make recommendations on

a desegrhgation plan to the court was advisable. Oft

January 3i, the court appointed two experts, Dr. Robert A.

Dentler, Dean of the Boston UniVersity School of Education,

andDr. Marvin B. Scott, Associate Dean of the same school,

to assist the masters/Vd`the court in the task of

adopting's student de'seiregation plan for September 1975.

In an order on February 7, the court formally

appointed a panel, of four masters (they had designated

-16-
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on February 5 to'allow parties to object to their identity

and to terms of the proposed order of reference): retired

Supreme Judicial Court Justice Jacob J. Spiegel; who

presides it the hearings; former United States, Commissioner

ation Francis Keppel; former state Attorney General

'/Edla rd J. McCormack, Jr.; and Professor 'of Education at

Harvard University Dr. Charles V., Willie.: .The, masters

hAd. two weeks of evidentiary- hearings,' beginning February 10..

On March 31, after having heard the parties' Comments on

-k".

their drift report, the masters filed their final report
4 4

fir7-11Lh thepOurt Which" recotmended.a plan prepared .by them\
z.

incorporating elements of the plans submitted by the N

parties and proposals of their awn, The parties.then filed

objections to the masters' report. After hearings on these

objections, and on 4jections to modifications proposed
.

by he court after examination by its experts of updated

datk furnished on April 10 by the school'department, the' ,

cou decided upon t e modified version of the plan

rec ended by the m sters which is established by the
ti

remedial orders here n'promulgated.

-17-
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III

Findings and- Conclusions

The findings of fact and conclusions of law that

follow constitute many but by no means all of the facttal

and legal underpinnings of .the court's student desegregation
, -.

plan and related remedial orders. Numerous findings descrip-

tive of the Boston publiC school systeM, its facilities,

student body, curriculum, administration and the .like, appear

in the plan itself. Also, the transcripts of several hearings

in open court on the remedial aspects of the case contain

many oral findings andrulinga bYtRt court which are per-

tinent. This memoranduntof decision deals mainly with ,the

reasons for particular features of the desegregation plan

that have been of major concern to the parties.

A.

9lens Submittedfby Parties

Theplan submitted by the school committee on Janu-

ary 27, 1975 waa'constitutienally infdequate because it did

not prgmise realistically to desegregate the public schools.

It proposed a phased assignment process based on choices by

-18-



parents and students among a series of options. The assign-

ment process would require a period of up td seven weeks

and tip to five communications between the school department

and the individual Parent or student who would be allowed but

one week in which to resPond to each communication. Magnet

programs in citywide and zonal schools would, be open On a

- desegregated basis only, but the ultimate composition of the

. ,

majority of schools in a zone would be determined by-parental

choice. For schools which.temained "racially isolated",

defined-by the sdhoOl d rtment as more than 15% beyond

A

the racial ratio of the one at that level,-as a result of

parent and student choices, the plan provided for mandatory

participation of students at those schools at desegregated

"third-site Resource Centers" one day a week for elementary

schools and one day every two weeks for middle, schools.

As pointed out by the masters, any plan that places

complete reliance on parental 'choice to desegregate Tloston's

schools cannot be constitutionally adopted% Such plans must

be rejected where, as here, there are .more effective methods

of desegregation reasonably available. Green,v.'School'Board

of New Kent County, 1968, 391 U.S. 430. Complete freedom-of-
,

-19-
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choice plans have a long history of failing in many cases

when adopted to result 'In desegregation. E.g., Green v.

School Board of New Kent,Eounty, aatai; Monroe v. Board

o' Cpmmissioners, 1968, 391 U..S. 450; Hall v. St. .Helena

Parish School Bd., 5 Cir. 1969, 417 F.2d 801; United States

v. Jefferson County Board of Education, 5 Cir. 1969, 417

F.2d B34.
A

We need not rely on experience 'elsewhere, however,

to pre'dict'the ineffectiveness of such a plan in Bostan.

Boston'S own experience with open enrollments, feeder
I

patterns and options, and the opening of the Hennigan and

Lee schools, set out in detail in the court's June 21

opinion, Morgan v.Hennigan, supra, at 430-441-56; shows

the segregative effects that have occurred under such

Options in Boston and which in-all likelihood would 9ccur

again if aie,school committee plan were to be adopted.

Certainly there have been -some magnet programs

in Boston, such as the model demonstration sub-system ele-

mentary program at the Trotter School, that have achieved-
\_

integrated enrollments through volunteer applications.

To the.extent that desegregation in Boston can be achieved

-20-
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on a voluntary basis, the court endorses the concept and

incorporates it into the plan adopted. But to disregard

the history of desegregation efforts throughout the

country aDh in Boston as the .school committee urges we

do by adopting its proposal on a trial-basis would be to

place'ithe realization of the.Pights off Boston's black

students in a vessel that would begin its voyage ruddirless

against the. wind:

The addition of "third-site resource centet"

experiences does not save the,school committee plan from

its otherwise total and therefore unacceptable reliance on

voluntary choices to produce desegregation. An integrated

experience,is no substitute for a desegregated education.

The court agrees with Judge Doyle in Dehver, who stated,

when faced-with a similar proposal,'

The special education programs which
are suggested involiiing the enrichment

,offerings together with the open 'school
concept and the specie): programs de-
signed for use in segregated schools are
desirable, but the emphasis is on en-

. riched education and can ,scarcely be con-
sidered a plan for desegregation. Thus,
the transporting of students fromscon-
centrated s ools to enrichment centers

24



far three weeks on a half day basis to
intermingle with other ethnic groups
while engaging in special programs does
not pretend to be a desegregation plan.
It impresses us, on the contrary, as a
plan which is more designed to avoid
adoption- of a desegregation plan.

Keyes v. School District No. 1,* Denver, D. Colo. 1974,

380 F.Supp. 673, 682. See also, United States v. Texas'

Educ. Agency, 5 Cir-1972, 467 F.2d 848; United States v.

Board 'of Educ. of Webster County; 5 Cir. 1970, 431 F.2d 59;

Dowell v. Board of Educ. of Oklahoma City, W.D..Okla.&1972,

338 F.Supp. 1256, aff'd, 1Q Cir. 1972, 465 F.2d 1012,

' cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1041;- Spangler v. Pasadena City

.Board of Educ., C.D. Cal. 1974, 375 F.Supp. 1304.

The"school.committee plan-presented no more than

a
,

hope for desegregation in Boston. The proposed assign-
,

ment,process promised an administrative nightmare, contem-

plating a seven-week-long individualized assignment procest

for over 80,000 children. Ultimatqly it failed to do what

the school committee hoped ilt would, .viz. avoid '"forced

busing'', since it required mandatory transportatiOn of

students to resource centers for desegregation Purposes.

N



For these reasons and those set out in the Masters' Report

in Part I, pp. 9-16, the court adopts. their recommendation

and holds the school committee plan to be constitutionally

inadequate.

Added to the inadequacy of the school committee

plan, is a history of the committee's failing, when granted

time by the court, to'file promised plans. The pramised

OptiOn A alterngtiVes to the .state court plan last July
/

were filed but not approved by the. Boston School Committee.

The time gran 'from September, when a filing date was 4

established, to December 16, resulted in the committee's

repudiation of the plan developed by'its school department

staff. The month of January was granted for formulation,

of a plan that failed to promise substantial desegregation.

Now, approximately three months before School is due to

open in September, time does not permit another court

reqtest to the school, committee to produce yet =Other

desegregation plan. Under the circumstances the court has

no alternative bUt to-take the initiative in devising a

desegregatiOn plan. "In default,by the school authorities

.
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of their obligation .to proffer acceptable remedies, a

district court has'broad power to fashion a remedy that

willassure a unitary.'school ystem." Swann, supra,

402 U.S. at 16.

The masters have, in accordance with the court's

order of reference, analyzed and considered the plan filed

by the plaintiffs and the plan, repudiated by the school

committee, which was filed on December 16 with the court.

For the reasons stated by the masters in Part 1, pp. 17-28

of their report filed March 31, 1975, and because the court

finds the plan proposed by the masters with revisions, ordered

by the court to be preferable fOr reasons of feasibility,

the court declines to adopt either the 1:40intiffs' proposed

plan or the December 16 proposed plan.

"

B.

General Principles Governing Remedy

In making its findings as plans submitted by

the parties and in deciding upon the remedial orders herein

promulgated the court has observed and relied upon the legal

principles which are set forth under the subheadings which

follow.

-24-
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JThe power of the court to order d
;

segregation

Basis of Court's Power anput

-

'aiises out of the court's finding in june;J974 that "the
, =

tiffs have been discriminated against because'of their race

and denied equal educational opportunity through intentional

segregation. The court is obliged, as it is,empoweredi to

' remedy thib wrong. An abiding concern must be to assure

that minority students are afforded equ4,educational oppor-

tunity. The plan which the court adopts as a remedy'in

this case does not rest on any supposed constitutional right

.of a student to attend a school that has a particular ethnic

composition, or whose ethnic composition. matthes
a
that of

the school system as a whole. Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg

Board of Education. 1971, 402 U.S. 1, 16, 24; Milliken, v.

Bradley, 1974, 418 U.S. 717, 741 n. 19. Nor does the plan

reflect any imagined independent constitutional power of

the court to decide.what educational policies are desirable

for the public school system of the City of Boston. Educa-

tion is' a matter entrusted initially to elected local author-

ities and appointed state authorities.' Even after unlawful

segregation has been found, responsibility falls initially

7
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upon the local school authorities to remedy the effects

of this segregation. 'Brown v. Board of'Eacaticin, 1955

349 U.S. 294, 299 ( "Brown II"); Swann, supra, 402 U.S.'at

.,416.. Only the-default of the school committee in this case

has obliged the court to employ the help of the appointed

6.

experts and masters and to draw an adequate plans..

The goal of the court in formulating a remedy for'
4V'

intentional segregation of the schools is to eliminate

government-imposed isolation of blacks within the school

system. Largely as a result of school committee actions,
.42 -

Most students in Boston attend schools thk are either
4

"black" or "white", The remedy in this case must convert

this "dual" system-to one "without a' 'white' schooeand a

A ,

'Negro' school, but just schools." Green v. County School

Board, 1968, 391 U.S. 430, 442. This does not mean that

all schools in the system must show the same or nearly the

same ethnic compositions, but rather that the remedy should

4

See Morgan, supra, 379 F.Supp. at 424-25, setting
out enrollment statistics for 1971-72. Even after ii5Plementa-
tion of a partial desegregation plan in September 1974, con-
tinuing segregation is pronounced at the lower grade'levels.
See attendance statistics ''meted by the court at the hearing
on April 18, 1975, Tr. 45=4-9.
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eliminate, assignment patterns that leave some schools`.

so disproportionate in their ethnic makeup(th'at they are

in. effect "Negro" or "white" schools--to use the language

of Green. The remedy also sh2uld eliminate conditions

likely to produce such *schoolocompo§itions in the future.

Exceptional circumstances occasionally can justify excep-

. 4.4
tions to pursuit of this goal,, but the goal remains..

Barring Affirmative Discrimination

The defendant school com mittee must be forbidden

to ,take any further actions affirmatively disdriminating

_ against minbrity students on the basis on;ace. An'order.

to this effect alveared in the court's opinion and order

entered June 21, 1974. Appendix B. It is upon this

central concept that the entire desegregation plan rests:

that minority students may not be excluded froth public

school programs or activities on the basis of race, either

directly, as happened more than a century ago, cf. Roberts

v. City of Boston; 1849, 5 Cush. 198, or indirectly, as

has occurred more recently. See S4ann, supra, 402 U.S. at

23. The simplicity of the requirement that affirmative

-27-
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Jr.

acts of discrimination must end does not, however, imply

simplicity of enforcement. The consequences of years of

segregative praCtices"will be eradicated only'with great,

effort and understanding. During desegregation, ineffi-

and failures of responsiveness that formerly

were. only troublesome4can become ,intolerable. Therefore,

the plan in this case includes means, to assure effective

administration, e.g., elementary schools must have prin-
.

ti

pipals. Cf. Plaquemines Parish School Board v. United

States, 5 Cir. 1969, 415 F.2d 817, 821 n. 2. The plan

calls on communi istricts to develop educational

programs.suited t the varying needs of students in par-

ticular districts. See, e.g., United States v. Texas,

E.D. Tex. 1971, 342 F.Supp. 24, 30-34, aff'd, 5 Cir. 1972,

466 F.2d 518. Andchelp that in other circumstances would

be only desirable--the aid, for example,, to be provided

in this case by the universities and colleges, and by

. .

the several citizens' groupsbecomes essential. Cf. ,

.United States v. Texas, supra; and see generally, Hart

v. Community School Board of Brooklyn, E.D. N.Y. 1974;

383 F.Supp. 6 9, appeal dismissed, 2 Cir. 1974, 497 F.2d

1027. These points. are expanded under the subheading, infra,

entitled "M ltiplicity of Measures."

-28-
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Preventing Continuing Injury

The plaintiffs in this case do notiseek a remedy,

that would'compensate them, as a class, for the injury

alieady wrought by the defendants' long-practiced racial
5

discrimination.' That injury, of course, is immense.

See Milliken, supra (White, J., dissenting), 418 U.S. at

779-78C." The desegregation plan that the court orders

cannot make the plaintiffs whole nor, for that matter,

-anyone-who has'been affected by the racial divisions in

this city,

segregat

order

which are in part traceable to the, defendants'

ac t-ices. Rather, the remedy must go beyond

t forbids further acts of affirmative dis-

ciiminatjLon in otIder to assure that past discriminatory

pfactic s will work no further halm.

Years of segregative manipulation of student agbign-

ent,-school placement and expansion,°and like practices

found by the court in. this case, present what the Supreme

5

It has been suggested that a person denied equal
educational opportunity might have a valid claim for
money damaged against those who denied him this funda-
mental right. Sugarman; Accountability Through the
Courts . . . , 82 U. Chi. Schl. Rev. 233 (1974); cf.
Wood v. Strickland; U.S. , February 25, 1975,
43 U.S.L.W. 4293; Tillman v. Wheaton-Haven Recreation
Ass'n Inc,, 4 Cir., April 15, 1975, 43 U.S.L.W. 2433.
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Court has described as "a loaded game board"; applied

to such a school system, student assignment policies

)that ignore race would perpetuate the effects of the

past segregative practices. Swann, supra, 462 U.S. at

28. The'desegregation,remedy in this case therefore

must offer more than superficial neutrality. It must

meet and neutralize the effects of past discriminati4n.

The Supreme Court repeatedly has stressed this necessity,
tAA

in recidtring that a desegregation remedy do more than'

give effect to the "free" choices of- students and parents,

when the effect of these choices is simply to maintain

the segregation of schools. See Green, supra; Monroe

v. Board of Commissioners of the City of Jackson, 1968,

391U.S. 450.

The day is past when desegregation is to be achieved

through the struggle of a handful of pioneering black

students willing to attend a school that identifiably

white. Nor is a simple rule -of attendan at the nearest

school adequate, when that rule is imposed on a pattern

of segregated housink attributable in part to the segre-

gative practices of school authoilties. Such a "neutral"

- 30-
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geographic attendance arrangement in Boston would

sanction a freezing7in of the effects of past discrim-

ination. Long-continued effort§ by the school authorities

to keep the races apart ineyyeably are reflected in both

residential patterns and School locations and capacities.

See Morgan, supra, 379 F.Supp. at 470; Swann, supra,

402 U.S. at 20-21; Keyes v. School: District No.' 1,

Denver, Colo., 1973, 413 U.S. 189, 202-03. This is not

to say that ethnic and racial housing patterns result

entirely from school segregation, but that past school

policies would render discriminatory any simple'nearest7

school policy.

A desegregation plan is to be jUdged.by its effec-

tiveness;see Swann, supra, 402 U.S. at 25; Green, supra,

391 U.S. at 439; Morgan', supra, 379 F.Supp. at 482.

6
At least during the period covered by the trial

testimony, Boston never had a true neighborhood school

policy. See in Morgan, supra, 379 F.Supp. at 473-474,

the summary of school committee practices found to be

"antithetical to a neighborhood school system."
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Eliminating Racially Identifiable Schools

Fundamentally a desegregation plan must eliminate

racial identifiability of schools. Once faculty desegre-

..gatiOn and facility equalization are under way, and, other

marks of a school's racial, identification have been re-

moved, the critical identifying quality of the school

becomes, of course, the ethnic composition of the student

body. When a history of segregation, followed by default

of.local school authorities in planning desegregation,

forces the court to fashion a remedy, it is within the

equitable authority of the court to use racial ratios as

a starting point in formulating a remedy.- Swann, supra,

402 U.S. at 25., Boston's,school population of nearly

85,000 students is approximately 52% white, 36% black,

and 12% other- minority. 'Of course, no uniform degree of

racial mixing. of students is or could be ,required in order

to end segregated schools and counter the pervasive effects

of years of segregatory practices. See Swann, supra, 402

U.S. at 24; Milliken, supra, 418 U.S. at 740-41. But

awareness of the racial Composition of the system as a

whole provides a reference for determining what are
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racially identifiable schools within tTat system. The

test of identifiability then becomes substantial dis-

proportion in composition compared to the racial camposi-

tiowof the school system. Cf.- Swann, supra, 402 U.S,

at 26.

A desegregation ,plan' properly may leave some schools

all or predominantly of ode race where-this compositia6

.can be shown to result from non-discriminatory considera-

tions. Swann, supra, 4Q2 U.S. at 26. The court's plan

in this case leaves some identifiably white schools at

the lower grade Levels. in East Boston. The c ?siderations

that support such treatment-of'fhese schools are set out

infra at pp. 52-55.

Identifiably ogre -race schools in a school system,

are to be eliminated because of two sorts of injury that

may be inflicted on the minority students in such a school

system. First, racial or ethnic isolation is likely to ,

be felt as an affront. The one-race identification of

the school is a continual reminder of the past exclusionary

practices of the school sydtem; practices that, the Supreme

Court observed in Brown, generate "a feeling of inferiority
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as to the [children's] status in the community that may

affect their hearts and minds in away- unlikely ever

to be undone." Brown, supra, 347 U.S. at 494. Second,

minority' students assigned to identifiably minority

schools are cut off from the majority culture which is

widely reflected in the standards,, explicit and implicit,

that determine success in our society. See Brown, supra,

347 U.S. at 493-94. An individual.may decide, of course,

that he prefers to avoid the majority culture; but the

public school system may not mpose that isolation.

This, concern is expressed most clearly in the de-

cisions that form the legal foundation on which Brown

rests: Sweatt v. Painter, 1950, 339 U.S. 629, holding

%

that a black law student must be admitted to the University

of Texas law school, and not restricted to a newly-founded

law school for blacks, in part because of the value to

a future lawyer of contact with the people he later would

work with - -the predominantly white Texas bar of 1950; and

McLaurin Oklahoma State Regents, 1950, 339 U.S. 637,

holding that a black graduate student admitted to a state

34 -
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university was denied equal educational opportunity by,

regulations. designed to isolate him from the white

students, impairing "his ability'to study, to engage
. ,

4

in discussions.and exchange views with other students. . . ."-

Competing Interests

Inevitably, the court's primary concern in a desegre-

gation case conflicts with other-legitimate concerns. The

remedy must ,accommodate these other 1.nterests. But the

accommodation must reflect the primacy of the need to

achieve equal opportunity in education. In its respect

for a variety of interests, asdesegregation plan resembles
lb

other equitable, remedies. The Supreme Court has stated

r

concisely a rough guideline for reconciling these, interests.

Having once found a violation,' thedistrict
judge or school authorities should make every
effort to achieve the-greatest possible degree
of actual desegregation, taking into account,
the practicalities of the situations Davis
v. Board of School Commissioners of Mobile,

County, 1971, 402 U.S. 33, 37.

The task of a court devising a desegregation plan, then,

content to the broad concept, "the practical-

. ",while at the same time making "every effdirt

is to give

ities

to achieve

gation."

the great-sit possible degree of actual desegre-
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1

lb,

A variety. of factors require that school ethnic

compositions vary in various v4rts of the school system. .

Small variations ir`r.acial or ethnic composition of,

schools db not make them racially identifiable nor

diminish subptantially the degree of "actual desegrega=r\

tibn." Where a school departs so far. from the systemwide

composition, however, as to become racially identifiable,

a different question is presented. The school's comp4hi-

tion reduces the system's degree of , "actual desegregation:"

Here the"practicalities" requiring this result must be

specified.

"Practicalities of the Situation"

The "practicalities" that require flexibility in a

remedy are simply all the legitimate concerns of the'

communiLy. There can be no exhaustive-list. These con-

cerns vary greatly, of course, in their weight. A

//
"practicality" frequently urged upbn this court is the

desirability of minimizing "forced busing", i.e., assign-

ment6 to schools beyond walking distance. That concern

certainly is legitimate, and entitled to weight. The

(
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court's "Guidelines" of October 31, 1974 Called for a

plan that minimized busing: The plan -that the court

has- ordered into effect reflects the court's Continuing

,r effo-- to hold compulsory, busing to a minimum. The

\\-

boun,Eiaries of the several districts were drawn to

min mize the numbers of si-udents bused and to limit

, .

distance travelled. A range of racial compositions of

hools within each district also serves to minimize

busing. Educational concerns also affect the form of

k .1

.'+:a -remedy. For example, the districts into which the
1 .

System has been divided have been drawn so as to include
\ . .\

appikopriate 'school faciliti.0 at 'all levels and to avoid
-:... .. ..-,

where possible one or 'two ,grade, s*chools.
. , ..

. N a1 -. ..

.:
Some eof the loarties have urged that the court limit

. :

the extent of actual desegregation lest 'children from-

.

:middle class white families 'leave the public school system
e.c,. ,,. ir,

e. .i 0
.

arid to, Rieven t . r acial , tvarnoie .and violende in. Boston' s
_ .

#
.. e

schools and coravcrAties. 'The pl,aintiffs. have argued,
o .. -N .. :- \ . .-.

. . . ,.
just as AgorouPy.., that the court May not consider. .either

No .
. f { ,

"white
4

, white' flight"- orv'tAe prospect 'of' resistance\ to desegrega-,..,,
. , .,

. .
0

tion, in formulating the remedy.' e,The'. .,prophecieS of
.

.

e
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"White light",and racial turmoil, like opposition

itself, see e.g:, Brown II, supra, 349 U:S. at 300, are

not "p4cticalities" that can be weighed against the

rights of the plaintiffs. Opposition to a,lawful

desegregation remedy reflects no legitimate interest.

Expression of that oppos4tion constitutes a problem, "of

course, whIch,the desegregation plan must confront in

implementation.

the "practicaiities"

But it does not constitute one of,

to which the plan itself properly

can make an accommodation, Thecourt may not limit

desegregation in deference to such opposition. Monroe,

supra, 391 U.S. at 459; United States v. Scotland Neck

Board of Education, 1972, 407 U.S. 484, 491; Hart, supra,

383 F!Supp. at 742-43. To hold otherWlse would be to

trade away the constitutional rights of children to re-

ceive a desegregated education in order to appease parents

7

Another-ground for refusing to limit a remedy
fop fear of "white flight" is that a court would be
pre uMptumus to try to predict the effect upon long-
term trends in population movement of its adoption of
a particular element, otherwise constitutionally re- -

quired, in a desegregation plan. The masters received
expert testimony on the subject of "white flight" from
Boston's public schools during the current school year
And concluded that the contention was a "misleading
fiction." Report of the Masters, at 65 n. 1.
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t
and voters who prefer segregation to desegregation

which involves forced busing, i.e., assignments to

schools beyond walking distance. The impropriety of

such an accommodation has long since been (17ided.

Brown II, supra, 349 U.S. at 300; see Cooper v. Aaron,

1958, 358 U.S. 1, 7; cf. Morgan V. Kerrigan, 1 Cir. 1974,

509 F.2d 580, 587. The rule of law must prevail.

Multiplicity of Measures

Since equal educational opportunity is a central

theme of the desegregation remedy, in this case as in

others, Morgan, supra, 1 Cir. 1974, 509 F.2d 580, 598 n. 29,

the remedy must do more than redistribute studenti. Re-

assignments to eliminate segregation are one means to the

end of providing equal o PPQ'tunity. The remedy. should

include measures to assure effective implementation, first,

of the ban on active .discrimination, second, of efforts

to meet the special problems that accompany desegregation:

the persisting effects of past discrimination, and'the

difficulties of transition, for both black and white

students, from segregated to desegregated schooling.

-39-
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The plan in this case includes measures directed.

to these problems. The equalization of services at

schools that have been unequal is a task that the

versities and colleges_, have expressed. a willingness to

help carry out. The plan's prOvisions for district

superintendents, councils of principals within each

district, and a ftincipal or headmaster at each school'

all are intended to assure that a responsible, administra-.

tion will be available to assure thaethe plan is carried

4

out effectively. Such an administrative network can

prevent some schools lagging behind others, cf. Plaquemines

Parish.School Board v. United States, 5 Cir. 1969, 415 F.2d

817, esp. n. 2, at 821; see generally Swanri, supra, 402 U.S.

at 18-19; United States v. Jefferson County Board cf

Education, 5 Cir. 1967, 380 F.2d 385, 394 -395; and see

to it that curricula and programs of instructionare not

discriminatory. See United States v. Texas, E.D. Tex. 1971,

342 F.Supp: 24, 30-34, aff'd, 5 Cir. 1972, 466 F.2d 518.

The nature,of instruction given in the schools must

also receive the attention of the court and its representatives.
" /
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Instruction must be non-discriminatory and avoid racial

stereotyping. The court' plan relies primarily on

school personnel to apsur non-discriminatory instruction.

Their effOrts will be monitored by citizen groups estab-

lished under the plan.- Other courts have made more

detailed orders for the equalization of services, directing

curriculum changes, construction,

ticular types of equipment.' See,

415 F.2d at 831 (facilities tb be

athletic fields with back

and acquisition of par-

6.g., Plaquemines, supra,

constructed, including

ops); Lee v. Macon County Board

of Education, M.D. Ala. 1970, 7 F..Supp.103; 111, 111

(curricula, of college-level trade schools to be eq#alized;

one school to acquire an appropriate computer). In other

cases remedial programs have been specifically required.

See, e.g. Jefferson County, supra, 380 F.2d at-394. The

.

plan in this case provides for/a detailed review of,vaca-

) tional education programs, but in general relies on the

performance of school staff and Citizen groups to/ensure

provision of non-discriminatory instruction an services:

e.

- 41 -
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The plan goes beyond assuring that no school is

markedly worse than another by providing for the develop-

ment of magnet programs, so that desegregation may as

A,

far as poSsible occur through voluntary choices. This

use, of.spetialized progthms originated in this case with

proposals in the plan Submitted by the defendant school

committee,, as strengthened and Clarified by the ,masters.

Use of magnet programs to achieve desegregation is a

method urged the federal Education Amendments of 1974,

Pub. L. 93-380, sec. 214(f), 20 U.S.C. 1713(f); and sup-

ported by a Massachusetts statute. providing for state

funding foil planning and implementation of such programs,
/

by local authorities. 19744Mass. Acts and ReSolves, c. 636,

§ 8, Mass. G.L. c. 71; §§ 37I-37J. See Hart, 'supra,

383:F.Supp;. 769. In other cities magnet programs havd

aided desegregation. See Booker v. Special School District
r.

No. 1, Minneapolis, Minn., D. Minn. 1972, 351 F.Supp. 799

(approving butsot describing plan; the plan's use of

magnet schools was described in exhibits submitted to

the masters in the instant case).

- 42 -
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In order to develop true "magnets"--programs 1

distinctive and attractive enough to draw ample applica-

tions--the plan calls on the expert aid of colleges and

universities and of ,the city's business and cultural

communities. Cf. Aryl= v. Waco Independent School

District, W.D. Tex, 1973, 373_,F.Supp. 1264, 1280, aff'd

in part, rev'd as to other issues,. 5 Cir. 1974, 495 F.2d

499 (expert aid used in development of special bilingual,

bicultural program in defendants' desegregation plan).

'These institutions will help each magnet school to build

its special emphasis, an emphasis based on the school's

present strengths and interests.

C.

School Districts
. .

The citywide school district, containing schools at

each grade level that are open to students from throughout

. the city, and the assignment process calling for parent

and student involvement in educational choices in all

* districts are central to the court's plan. The purposes

of the plan include the achievement of desegregation'

through voluntary choices to the maximum extent possible,

I
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and the provision of appropriate and attractive eduea-.

/

tional programs for students "at the end of the busride."
.f.

Each citywide school has distinctive programs or features
-..,

. . .

. ,

that can bring together students with common interests
8 .

1

of all races. In Order to, increase the magnetisurlof

these schools, the court has paired colleges arid univer-
t

ti

sities with particular schools. BUsinesses have worked

and will continue working in pairings with high schools.

The resources of Boston are rich, and many cultural in-
.

stitutions and other groups have much' to contribute,to

the public schools-. The pairings established in this

plan with particular schools and colleges and universities

w'ill, the. court expects, create new links and strengthen

old ones between public school students and these in-

stitutions of higher education. They can provide a focus

for the good will and creative talents and unique resources

of these 'institutions.

Each citywide school's student body will be desegre-

gated and will

city's student

closely reflect the composition of the

population. Students who apply to a

8

The word "race" where used in this portion of_
the opinion refers also to ethnic groups such as Hispanics
and Asian-Americans classified as "other minority."
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citywide school will know, then, that there will be no

overwhelming majority of any race at the school such

as might threaten or isolate the student. -Cf. Hart,

supra, 383 F.Supp. at 756. citywide school, open to

all students, will be no one's turf, i.e., will not be

the territory of any one neighborhood or race. The goal

of this arrangement is to make the school distinctive

and attractive because of its concentratiaw.on the arts,

or.the classics, or on open space teaching methods, for

example. It is to this end that citywide raCikii:ratias

will limit the enrollment at these schools.

The provisions of the plan regarding citywide schools

are thus designed to attract students voluntarily to

desegregated schools. Voluntary desegregation in this

context will allow fulfillment of student preferences as

to special programs and features, decrease the likelihood

ofyacial conflict and tension and increase the probability

that uninterrupted learning can take place: I/ is an

attempt to achieve desegregated education with the emphasis

-on, educatiOn.

A
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Community districts and the schoOlg serving residents

of those districts recognize ,the desire of.tany parents,

that students attend school within a defined geographical

i area in which they reside. The districts drawn in'this

plan reflect only generally concepts of communities' as

ethnic or racial neighborhoods. Rather, the communities

defined by the plan's district lines are communities of

schools, serving a°
f

defined body of students from kinder-
_

garten through grade 13. Parents and students from

several neighborhoods will be served by the same group

of schools, and through involvement in school activities

and local district councils may forge new ties among.

neighborhoods.

Schools incommunity districts are equal in educa-

tional offerings to citywide schools. Colleges, univer-,

sides and businesses are also paired with community

district high schools to aid in developing programs at

each district high school which shall,offer a comprehen-

sive education tFat reflects the needs of the district's
,/

students,
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The district lines in the mires plan have been

altered in some instances from those recommended by

the masters. -A key feature of all student desegregation

plans filed and urged/by the parties since the court's

- order of October 31, 1974 has been the division of the
I

city into.six or more zones (or "districts") and the

desegregation of students residing in those zones using

the school facilities located in them. The racial

composition of the public school population resident

in a particular .district was crucial in projecting the

racial composition of district schools, whose enrollments

would consist primarilysf students residing in the
9

district. The masters made substantial changes in the

projected racial compositions of community districts

'from their draft report, filed March 21, to their final

report, filed March 31. For example, in the West Roxbury

district, the percentage of white students was increased

from. 70% to 80% and in the South .Boston district from

50% to 00%. 'fig orddi: to obtain the most reliable

9

Student transfers fram'one district to another
had been virtually eliminated by the court's interlocutory
order of June 21,'1.974 and a series of orders entered
later in 197.

*4t
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information on which to base projections of the racial

composition of districts, on April 2 the court ordefed

the school committee to file-by April 10 an alphabetical

list of all students enrolled in the public schools,

showing their addresses and ethnicity. When the list

was filed it showe4"rfor example, that the projected

percentage of white students in the West Roxbury district

was 92% and in the South Boston district was' 67%; in the

district containing the lowest percentage of white'stu-

dents, the Burke district, the alphabetical list -showed

that the percentage of black students in that district

was 63% rather than 50% as estimated by the masters in

both their reports. Also, the masters' report filed

March 31 added a provision permitting student transfers

from one district to another for reasons including a

"revision of program of studies", thereby complicating

the task of making reliable projections of the racial

composition of student bodies.'

Thq data received' by the court.on April 10, 1975

raised the probability that the district lines recomiended

by the masters would define overwhelmingly white areas, of

51
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the city, such as West Roxbury and South'Bostori, close
te-

to heavily black and 4spani6reaS such the Burke .

district. This could.resultin the sort of residential'

instability that could destroy in a. few years the

-.desegregation accomplished initially in those districts.

1White parents seeking to leave a district where their

children were a minority in the, school population could

move to distticts with white majorities, gradually

resegregating both the districts they left and those

they entered. Just as.thelocatian of schobls is acknowl-

edged to have an effect on residential segregation,-Swann,

supra, 402 U.S. at 20, so large disparities in the racial

composition of districts may endanger desegregation, and

the court has an obligation to seek a plan that offers

hope of lasting desegregation. In Boston, a city where

has been possible to dravi desegregated districts that

are relatively small in numbers of students and to limit

transportation distances to an average of 2.5 files each

way within adistrittf the ability and need constitu-

tionally to achieve a tough equality of racial'compositions

2
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among districts is strong. The

by the'court produce districts

resemble adjacent districts, in

while considering the adequacy,

of schools at eadh grade level

population.

`-\

district lines,ordered

that, with one exception,

their racial composition,

capacity.and loeat

foe-the distriCes student

The district lines orderdd by the court were also

designed to enhance the pkomisitg educational proposals
.

made by the masters/ 8tudetifnd:parents. fibw, in

choosing among citywide and community dfstrict schools,

will choose on the bagis -of the educational emphasis at

a school as it meets the educational4oalsand needs of

the student, and not on the- basis a the racial, coraposi-

,tions'of a'schooi.

The ditstricts'igt thp ,court's plan have been drawn

.to avoid the need to deny students entry to citywide

'schools because of theip race and district of residence.

Under the masters' district line's, even the desegregation

achieved within a district could be lost were admiisions

to a citywide scho61 made without regard to theastrict's

53
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ia4a1 composition. To prese segregation within

idistrots, blacks in West RoOurY and South Boston and

whitesinke ight haVe to be denied a chance to

e

attend the citywide school Of their preferende beCause
.

of the need to avoid one-race schools in community districts.

With the court's districts, which have a more desegregated '

student population to work from when allowing-citywide

admissions, the admissions procedures can permit students

of4every'race from all'diricts to apply and be admitted \a

to citywide schools while still preventing any community

district schools from being overwhelmingly,one race.

Another consequence of the receipt of current en-
.

rollment data after the masters ended their work was

that their plan'slipromise of a community district seat

for all high school, students could not be delivered. A 4

shortage

/
peared.

shortage

however,

students

"4.

of at least 6d00 community district seats ap-

Over the past several years Boston has had a

of seats for high school students. There are,

sufficient seats for the city's high school

overall.. Most of the citywide schools in the



ti

ourt's plan are high sch8ols, And, close to half of

the city's high school students can be accommodated in

the citywide schools. If students apply to these sChoOls

in Large numbers,, fewer students will be denied their

choice of a community district high school and have to

receive assignments to citywide schools. Moreover, a

number -ofT-conitruction projects now in progress will

alleviate the shortage of high schodI seats When com-

ted thenext felii_years-.---These includeSouthwest I

and Madison Park High SChool now under construction and

an Occupational Resource Center and Southwest II now in

he planning stages.

An exception to some of the previous discussion re-
,

garding 'community .6Cho92 districts is the district drawn'
.

"

for East. os on. East ROston. a section' of Boston that

has a school population, 95% white, of about.5700 students,
0

is located, across the harbbr and ,adjacent to the Logan

International Airport. It is approached via tunnels

that run beneath the harbor and has ood public trans-
,

pOrtation linking it with downtown Boston. The fir1st

1 7

thing to be noted about the East Boston community district

i
5
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under this plan is that-there will be some desegregation

of East Boston schools and students. At the elementary

level, 'two schools< in East Boston will be citywide

schools, With desegregated student bodies. Students

residing in East Boston can attend these schools only on

a desegregated basis. At the middle school level, the

new Barnes middle school,, scheduled to open in September

1976, will also be a citywide school, leaving the old.

Barnes as the only middle school solely for diStrict

residents. At the high school level, East Boston Tech-

nical High will operate beginning in 1976-77 as'a fully

desegregated citywide school. Those resident high school

students who are not admitted.to East Boston Technical

High will then be required to attend other desegregated

citywide high schools in other sections ,of Boston. There

will be no community district high school in the East

Boston school district after the 1975-76 school year.

In addition, the.cooperative industrial. program in machine

shop instruction at East Bostoneigh School will for the

school year 1975-76 open its entering class and any

vacancies in the program to enrollment by students from

other districts on a desegregated basis.

56
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Only those East BoSton elementary and middle school

students who do not choose citywide schools will remain

in virtually all white schools. To desegregate these

11 schools in that bectipn of the city would require

transporting between four and five thousand children

either into or out of other phrts of Boston, many thrqugh

the tunnels with their gassy air at heavy traffic hours,

for distances of up to 5.2 miles one way. In.addition,

unless-the schools and students of East Boston were

divided among two or more districts, which would deny

East Boston residents any concept of a community of

schools,-the merging ofEast Boston with the Madison Park

District would create a geographically large district

and place a further burden on black and other minority

students by dispersing 'them to Back Bay, downtown, the

,North End, Charlestown and East Boston. The treatment

of East Boston under the'coures plan does not in our

view deny or'deprive the plaintiffs of the full vindica-,

ion of.their constitutional rights. There will be no

.57
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7 segregated, predominantly black schools under the court's

10 . , i

.

plan. We find, therefore, thatthe slight advantages

of desegregating those East Boston schools which will

remain nearly alt white under the plan are outweighed
6

by equitable considerations of geography, education and

burden of transportation in this instance:; As to the

prospect of East Boston becoming a haven for Boston

parents seeking', to avoid desegregation and thereby

resegregating other districts, no

that this will occur and we think

party ;has contended

it unlikely.

The districts in this plan and the guidelines for''

assigning students have been drawn to minimize required

transportation as much as possible consistently with

desegregating the city's schools. It should be remembered

that busing gshai been commonplace in Boston public schools

for decades. In 102, the school committee leased 129

buses for student transportation each day. And, in 1972,

more than 30,000 students--roughly 35% of the entire

10
The cases are distinguishable, therefore, in

which the incorporation of a geographically separate area
was needed in order to desegregate the system's predom-
inantly black schools. See, e.g., Davis v. Board of
School Commissioners of Mobile County, 1971, 402 U.S. 33;.
United 'States v. Greenwood Municipal Separate School
District, 5' Cir. 1969, 406 F.2d 1086, cert, denied 1569,,
395,U.S. 7; United States v. Indianola Municipal Sep-
arate School District, 5 Cir. 1969, 410 F.2d 626, cert.
denied 1970, 396 U.S. 1011.
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student populationwere bused or used the subway daily'

to and from school. While, as stated in the plan, it

is not possible to desegregate Boston's schools without

'mandatory transportation, distances and times travelled

will be reasonable compared 'to those required in other

deSegregation cases and, for elementary and middle school

students,'within the bounds of their school districts.,

The plan's estimate, at p. 81, that approximately 21,000

students will be manditorilY transported rests upon an

analysis by the court-appofqted ex:Nits. Only rough

estimates can be made because the number of students who

will choode to attend citywide schools and programs cannot

be known until after compl4tion of the assignment process.

,The court has heard members* of the school committee

in testimony and others speak against "forced busing" and

has received hundreds of letters protesting its use in

, -connection with- the-state court-plan-currently ia-opPrA-

tign. Toward lessening widespread misunderstanding on

the point, it may be stated that the court does not favor

forced busing. Nor, for that matter, have the plaintiffs

advocated forced busGg. What the plaintiffs seek, and

what the law of the land as interpreted by the Suprirme

Court ,of the,United:States commands, is that plaintiffs!

-56-
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right to'attend desegregated schools be realized. That

right cannot lawfully be limited to walk-in schools,.

Swan supra,. 402 U.S. at 30. If there mere a way to

accomplish desegregation in Boston without transporting

students to schools beyond walking distance, the court

and all parties would much prefer that alternative. In
",'

pait year's, feasible proposals that would have subs tan=

tially lessened segregation thrau h redistricting without

busing were made by various'public agencies-and uniformly

0

rejected Or evaded by the Boston School Committee. The

harvest of these years of obstruction and of maintenance

of segregated schools is that today, given the locations

and capacities of its school.buildings and the racial

concentrations of its population, Boston is simply not a

city'that can provide its blackschoolchildren with a

desegregated education absent cOlsiderable mandatory trans-
.

portatian. No party familiar with the requirements of the

law-and -with_the_city_has ever suggested otherwise.

Regrettably the -same cannot be said about various

elected officials. This is an election year in Boston and

candidates are alreidy campaigning for municipai\offices.
!

Many of,them are proclaiming that they are for school

disegregation but against ."forced busing. They refuse to

face up to the dilemma stated by school committee member

Kerxigan in his testimony, !era p. 13, as follows:
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"It is unfortunate that is the way our society
.,,exists, the way the housing patterns are laid
out, but the only way you are going to desegre-
gate city schools is through forced busing."

They tell the parents that they will take steps to bring

about an amendment- to the federal Constitution that will

ban forced busing, neglecting to

years, to adopt even,a relatively

add that it takes several

noncontroversialamend-

ment. Meanwhile the children suffer.

In the court's opinion the effect of mandatory trans-

portation on students can be neutral or destructive, de-
,

pending upon the community's response,to the requirements

of the law. Here "community" means not only parents and

school department personnel but also leaders of civic,

religious, fraternal, business, labor, educational, cul-

tural and other organizations and institutions. If the

atmosphere surrounding desegregation is such that a child

goes to a school where children of other races welcome

him without fear, and where he can learn in an educa-'

,
tiajally productive atmosphere, the fact that his school

is a bus-ride away niii-TM little more than an inoon-

i"

veriience. This is' not to s that enormous efforts wi I

not be required to reduce rac al tensions whiCil have

ilarincreased in Boston d4ring the c rent school year,

and which continue to be exploited by various
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elected officials. No effort will be spared -,to assure

the safety of students while attending or en route to

a,school. Many public and private agencies will be

.

working for peaceful implementation of the plan; in-

cluding the 42 member Citywide Coordinating' Council

recently appointed by ,the court. The plan adopted. by

the court attempts to minimize forced busing and mute

4

the legally pointless controversy surrounding it, while

at the same time advancing the positive goal of improving

the quality of education available in Boston's public

schopls,for all studentsyhatever their race or ethnic
Ng

origin.

D.

Guidelines for Assigning Students.

The plan's assignment guidelines aim, first, to make

sue that §chools are not identifiably one-race, and

secondly, to assure that no racial.or ethnic group--black,

white or, other minority--is disproportionately isolated

in any school, considering its share in the relevant

student population.. The first aim is of course basic to

desegregation. But the second, important, to the remedy's
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durability, accounts for the greater part of the plan's
11

detailed assignment provisions. In assignments to

citywide schools, the guidelines seek to prevent isola-

tion very simply, by providing for close adherence to

systemwide composition. Cf. Hart, supra, 383 F.Supp. at.

756 (magnet school composition to lie within ten percentage

points of district composition). Since the citywide

schools enroll students' from throughout the system, the

lack of the geoggaphical constraints such as control

assignment guidelines it community districts permits

enrollments at these citywide schools reflecting the

school system's overall enrollment.' Other reasons for

the setting of ranges-of racial composition in citywide

schools have been-'explained in the previous section of

11 ,

- The plan's student assignment guidelines set
'out a process for assignment, rather than a finished at-
tendance plan.' A. finiShed plan for community district,
schools, showing the geocode areas served by eaCh-com-
munity distiict school, is to be drawn'by the school
departMent pursuant to the-guidelines and 'Will be reviewed
by the court. The review will consider not only whether
the school compositions lie-within the guideline limits

Ertit also, more generally, whether the assignments show a
reasonable accommodation, within ttly permissible ranges,
of the several interests the plan is designed to serve.
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this memorandum. In community districts, the assign-

ment guidelines allow for generally,mider variations,

but still within limits designed to achieve the same

. goal, preventing disproportionate isolation.

The variations in the composition of community

. district schools recognize the central importance of

minimizing the distance.. between the-student's home and

the' assignedschool,'especially at the elementary level, '

and the practical difficulties of making geographical

assignments. Each community district school will have

assigned to it an attendance area made up of a set of
12

"geocodes." Geocode assignment, unlike _individual or,
13

address assignment recommended.by the masters, allows

students to attend school with their immediate neighbors

of all races. Assignment by geocodes can be done much

more rapidly than assignment by individ :1 address, and

12

"Geocodes" are the 800-odd area each several
blocks in size, into which the school ,depa ant has
divided the city for planning purpoSes (0,0no ed in the
plan, pp. p78). The units were devised origin- ly for
police reporting purposes and vary in geographica area

and also in student population, ranging from a fe0 i to

several hundred students.

13 '

The relative merits of assignments by address
and by geocode are discussed at length in the State De-
-fdndants' Mdt-ters' Plan filed-April-8i-1975,-
at pp. 48-51.
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will enable notification of parents of student assign-

ments at an earlier date. iJse of geocodes means, for

example, that\if most of the students residing in a

geocode are white, and that geocode is assigned for

desegregation to a school in a black area, any black

students livi7g in that geocode will also be assigned to

that school. 'Thus some transportationof black students

into black areas, and of white students into white areas,

4 will occur and in this sense will not be directly desegre-

4 gative. However, geocode assignments offer the advantage

N

of fostering contact of students in school with their

neighbors at home within a geocode. Students who are

transported to school will travel with their neighbors,

attend school with them, and be able to maintain ties

developed in school while in their home neighborhoods.

The advantages of geocode assignment, speed and even group

treatment, make it preferable-in the coures.opinion to

a system of sohool,assignment that separates next do*

neighbors consistently on the basis of race. The diffi-

-culty of fitting the disparate geocodes to the system's

- 62 -
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irregularly distributed school facilities demands'so
' 14

leeway in school composition. This leeway, easing .the

assignment process, operates also to:diminish the amount

of busing that is requlred.

The guidelines provide this appropriate latitude for

assignments to community district schools. The limits

on variation have been determined by considering the com-

peting interests that to the court seem most important.
mo

Once .racially identifiable schools have been eliminated,

two primary concerns remain: on the one hand,, to allow

students to attend school near their homes; on the other

hand, to minimize any sense of isolation that students,

white, black Or_other minority, might feel. The guidelines

accommodate these two interests by letting the breadth of

variation depend on the site of the racial. or ethnic

14
The same necessity supports the plan's provision,

at p. Tg, that geocodes may in some instances be divided
into as many as three parts.

15

Variation is measured from district rather than
system composition in community district assignments.
Each district's schools will enroll only students re-
siding in the district. The range of racial compositions
in the schools within a district will be determined by
reference to the percentages labeled "K-13 Total" at
the bottom line of the tables following the eight dis-
trict maps appearing. in- the_plan.____
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group that is considered. Alklarge-group can accept a

relatively large reductian.in-numbei's without its

members'' feeling the discomfort -of relative isolation,

Members of a small group,reduced by the same number of

students might be reduced to such an extent as to feel

isolated, uneasy and defensive. Thattil the basis for

the guidelines'-use of a, constant percentage (25%) to

define variation AimitS: the larger the group, the

larger will be One possible variation in the number- of
. .

students of that group assigned to a particular.school.

The assignment guidelines are intended to assure

V'
that "other minority ". students will also be afforded

"equal.$ desegregated education", as statecrin-this

t's order of October 31, 1974. They therefore pro-

vide for assignments that neither isolate nor excessively

'concentrate "other minority" students. This policy is

adopted in the interests of all, not only for the sake

of the "other minority" students. Taking advantage of

Boston's ethnic variety, then, the guidelines provide

that in the districts with substantial numbers'of "other

minority" students .(about half of the eight community
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districts), 'students, from that group will b: enrolled

at each school. In Madison Park District for example,

at every distiict school each of the t, ee major racial
_

OK:
- or ethnic groupsWill be strongly re resented, but none

.

will make up a majority. - "Other inority" students in

this district- slightly more an half of them Oriental,

most of the remainder H anic--will constitute from

one-fifth to slighless than a third of each school's

student bod,

plan's assignment guidelines thus take account
. 0

of "other minority" students, but do, not simply aggregate

theuNVith black gtudents, in prescribing school composi-

tion limits. Plaintiffs-intervenors, El Comite de Padres

Pro.Defensa de la Educacion Bilingue, represemting the

class of'Spanish-speaking students and their parents,

have stressed their, right to adequate bilingual education.

The remedy accordingly,boncentrates an Providing bilingual .

schooling for Hispanic students and for others in need

of this service.
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,-'-FAssignment of bilingual students before others

'4Y441,-Iii'dvent excessive dispersal; Thus the "clustering"
.

605,1 i0gual classes Will he possible and Boston's
ti;t :

ertablett to fulfill the pi.omise of this
;';.,,

s e'YOmp4ry. bilingual education law (Transitional

t
tducStion Act; Mass. G..L.: c. 71A), as well as

t. o

-c.;tdtleet threquirements of the federal Civil Rights Act
, <I

. of:. 1,64 (42 U.S.Ci..;;§ .2000'. See 35 Federal Register

(197e,);;Lau,v'.',,lichols,.1974, 414 U.S. 563; United
'tom

vs
,

States Text's Edu tion Agency,, 5, Cir. 1972 (en banc),

, 4671;2d 848; motion to clarify mandate denied; 5 Cir. 1973,
\.,

..

410 42d 1001i.

irlithciut merely:aggregating black and other minority

the guidelines prescribed at'pp. 72-1/4 ,of the
.

conjunction with /the racigl compositions of the

various ;community districts) nevertheless provide that
.,

plaintiff black students shall not be, assigned to schools
... ,t '. .. ..

lo. with. only Pother minority' students . Cf. Arvizu .v. Waco
. 4

-cry..., .,. 'r independent School District, W.D. Tex. 1973, 373 F.Supp.t . :, II ' ..

Z.': "'ti ;. 1.264Y:1268-70f gff'd in part, rev'd as to other issues,

5 Cie 1974, 495 F. 2d 499. This result is appropriate to

4

.

I

"I. ,
1,N4
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:

.satisfy both of the primary concerns of desegregati7i.

Black students should not be assigned in a manner that

suggests they have been relegated to "minority" schools;

for the "segregated" quality of a school depends in

part on the way the community looks upon that school.

See Keyes, supra, 413 U.S. at 196. And black students

ought not to be assigned in a manner that isolates them

ftom the majority culture. The assignment guidelines

aim for three-way desegregation in the schools_ for two

primary reasons: first, to provide a proper remedy for

the, plaintiff class of black students and parents;

secOnd,,to afford to all groups -- white, blacked other'

minority - -the sense of adequate representation that

can help achieve peaceful and lasting desegregation.
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E. ,

Examination Schools ,

The desegregation of-thtexamination schools,

Boston Latin School, BoSton Latin Academy, and Boston

Technical High, particularly the two Latin,schools which

have six-year programs beginling in the seventh grade,.-

has been a particular 'subject of concern to the parties

and the court throughout the process- of formulating a

remedy for implementation in the fall of 1975. Yet

despite many hours of attention,, the .parties and the

court have had very little data with' which to-analyze

the effects of various proposals affecting the grade

structureand admissions process of these schools. Much

information was filed on May 2,.1975 which will have to be

analyzed by the parties and the court before it is used

to aid in the esta.ishment of admissions criteria for

future\years and for other purposes. But the need for

additional information and for evaluation of the results

,

of proposed and ordered procedures are the reasons for the

interim nature of the court's order with respect to the

examination schools.

The school department's computer data of'April 9,

./'
1975 show 113 blacks and 13 Hispanic student's at Boston

r,1
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Latin School'out of a total of 1893 student's; and 97 black

aid 7 Hispanic students out of a total of .1097 students

at Boston Latin Academy. Boston Technical High is less

segregated, with a student population that is 67% white,

25% black and 8% other minority.

'4144

All of the proposals made by the parties and the

masters for desegregation of the Latin and Technical

schools have directed desegregation efforts toward. he

entering grades at those schools, the seventh and ninth

grades. The program at the examination schools is one

that each year builds upon the subjects taken the prior

year, and which differs in content fiam the genelal

prehensive high school's curriculum. The,atin schools

,/ provide a strong emphasis on classics and languages;

Technical High, on the areas of mathematics and science.

IntroduCtion of new students at every grade could seriously

affect the programs at the schools and leave the students

entering those particular gradesicithout the prior years'

preparation that is needed to keep pace,with and fully

benefit from the programs at these schools. The court
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finds that desegregation of only the entering grades

at the examination schools, instead af desegregating

all grades at once, is plainly app.ropriate in this case.

The students already in attendance will be unaffeCted

by the court's order, except for the addition to the

present eighth grade (grade nine next fall) of a rel.-,

atively small number of students admitted.on a desegre-

gated basis. A gradual desegregation of the entering

classes will allow the school department the Opportunity,

to identify and recruit increasing numbers of black

and Hiespanic students who are qualified to attend and

-succeed at the examination schools.

73
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Students' scores on the SSAT examination, either

alone or in combination with grade point averages, have

been proposed by several parties for use as criteria for

admission to the examination schools. The Latin School

Alumni Associations, acting as amicus curiae, developed the

most detailed proposal, which was adopted by the 'School

Committee. Under their proposal, 657 of the seats in the

.entering classes would be filled solely on the basis of

SSAT scores, without regard to race. The remaining 35%

of the seats would be filled on a ratio of 25 blacks to 10

whites, using SSAT scores in combination with grade point

averages, but setting a score in the 50th percentile on
16

the SSAT as a floor for admission. No evidence or data

has been received that would demonstrate that this use of

the SSAT would result in substantial desegregation of the

entering grades at the examination schools. The only

16

Under the court's order, the Latin School Alumni Assb-
cietions' proposal'can be implemented if to do so would
result in entering classes at the seventh and ninth grades.
containing 3570 combined black and Hispanic enrollment.

7,1,
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4

evidence on this' issue, filed by laintiffs, shows that

using the results of the 1973 SST examination, a use

of the median score as a floor for admissions would have

created entering classes of 1Q% black at Boston Latin
. ,

School, 20%itack at Boston Latin Academy and 19% black

at Boston Technical' High. The affidavit of Mr. Wilfred, L..2,

./

O'Leary, headmaster of Boston Latin School, while urging

use of the 50th Orcentile as a minimum standard, concedes
1

0 ,

that this standard is an assessment based.on his experience,

. t
not on racial data or studies that would show that students

scoring below that mark would be unable to learn and

succeed within the Latin schools' program.

Nor is it clear, -that the SSAT is the most valid

or even a general* valid method of identifying black and

white students who can benefit from a Latin school curriculum.

It is attractive.because it is available, and apparently

has value as a predictor of academic success. It is

generally accepted, however, that blacks fare worse on ('

ere have been suggestions,th s type of examination

bLt littld evidence, that the SSAT itself is a culturally
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biased test. But more significant is that given the

segregated history of the Boston public school system

at the elementary school level, in particular the segre-

gation stilt existing in advanced work classes, which

successfully feed children into the examination schools

and "prep" them for the examination, any use this year

of an arbitrarily selected SSAT examination score cut-off

that prevents the desegregation of these schools must be

rejected. We do not have the information to suggest

that a cut -off of the 50th, 40th-or other percentile is -

an appropriate minimum standard. Nor can we Say that it

is impossible to develop admissions criteria that do

identify students, black and white, as having the ab lity

to benefit from and succeed in the ools' progr

We encourage the parties to work together on evolving such

standards for use in future .years. It is for these

reasons that the court has made no specikic all-inclus ve

order as to criteria for this year, but rather,

permitt&I the school department to use grades and test

scores as it deems appropriate to obtain desegregated

entering classes at thes4 schools:

4
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The examination schools are citywide schools and

are treated by the court plan as part of the network

of magnet schools in citywide school district 9. In

desegregating through citywide- magnet schools,' the plan

requires that the, enrollment at these schools be within

a ten .percent range of.the racial composition of the

school system as a whole. All other citywide schools

will enroll new students at all grades in 'the fall of

1975, and will be at least 44% black and other minority.

Because of the special nature of the examination schools,

a mote gradual process of desegregation has been adopted

for these schools. As discussed above, only the entering

classes at the schools are)required to enroll new students,

in order to preserve the strengths of the schools'

sequential curriculum. And a minimum percentage of

35 °/a black and Hispanic has been set for the entering

classes, as contras tea with the 447 black and other

minority enrollment required at other citywide schools._

The main reason for this lower minimum requirement in

desegregating the examination schools is that all grades

at the examination schools now enroll between 6% and 8%

- 74 -



Asian-American students. Thus the anticipated enroll-

ment in the entering class at the examination schools

will be similar regarding racial and ethnic composition

to that at other citywide high schools.

The masters recommended the -phased elimination of

the seventh and eighth grades at the Latin schools, to

create a 9-12 grade program that conforms in-grade

structure to the rest of the public school system.

Other parties have proposed the addition of. a sixth

grade, or the separation and creation of a Latin middle

school, for the same reason. There are a number of

educational reasons that either support,or counter such

proposals. If the Latin schools can be desegregated

at the seventh and eighth grades, there is no necessity

for discontinuing those grades as part of a desegregation
17

remedy. .Should successful desegregation not be pos-

sible in this way, however, jurisdiction has been

17

The point has been made that it is desirable
for all students in the system to cbcosetheir desired
high school program at the same point, the end of middle
school, in eighth grade. The Latin schools do, of course,
take a limited number of students who enter at the ninth
grade. There has, however, been no evidence that the
existence of an earlier opportunity to enter the Latin
schools disadvantages or denies equal educational oppor-
tunity disproportionately to black students.

75-
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specifically retai ed regarding elimination-of 'gra

-seven and eight, a dition of grade six, or otheichanges'

in the grade structure at the Latin schools. The school

committee may for educational reasons make such changes

in grade structure so long as they assure and do not

impede desegregation at all grade levels.

The remainder of the plan adopts proposals of the .

Latin School Alumni Associations and the school committee

for' ongoing evaluation of admissions criteria and racial

data, increased recruitment of black and Hispanic student's,

and desegregated preparatory and remedial programs.

F.

School Closings and Capacities

The plan calls for the closing of twenty school,

facilities, listed on p. 7, most at the elementarY'level.

,cplaN

Ten other facilities which are now closed will remain

closed under the plan, and will not be rehabilitated.

There are several.,school facilities, including the Old

Quincy, the Washington Irving portables, the Bigelow

portables and the Horace Mann school, which are not

listed in the court plan either as-schools to be closed

- 76 -
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or as usable facilities. The timing of the planned

closing of the Old Quincy school and the future use of

the other facilities are to be resolved through dis-

cussions between school department staff and the court-

appointed experts, subject to the approval of the court.

The c osing of schools as part of the plan serves

,a number of purposes. Many schools in Boston have long

been recommended by many agencies, independent experts,

and by the city and state, for closing or replacement

as unfit for school use. The necessity of reassigning

students for desegregation provides an opportunity to

close some of the worst of these schools an51 make use of

the more structurally sound facilities. A major reason

for closing schools is, that desegregation is more 'easily

and economically .achieved through the consolidation of

student bodies. Many of the city's, elementary schools

in black areas have in the past been overcrowded; many

elementary schools in white areas have been'underutilized,

e.g., when a new school was constructed to replace an

gold one in a predominantly white neighborhood, the school

80
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committee accommodated parents protesting the closing

of the oidone by keeping them both open. Should

school facilities be uniformly used to capacity, an

excess of several thousand 'available seats at .the ejemen-

tary school level wauid 'remain. Thus anumberiof the

older elementary schools can be closed,-with accomp'anying

Savings of the costs o operating and heating those

schools. Elementary schools will be kept open whose

locations enaIle busing to be minimized overall; and

which permit the more efficient assignment of students

by geocodes, accomplishing desegregation'and minimizing

the need to split geocodes. Uniform utilization of

4

facilities throughout the city will also tend to equalize

the availability of the system's resources to all students.

School closings are being ordered on the basis of -

expert assessment of excess seating capacity for the

number of students.who wild. be in the schools in the

various districts in the fa 1 of 1975. The capacity

figuresjisted in the plari a e ceilings which may not be

exceeded. Thege ceilings were set:by the court-appointed

experts after taking in most instances the most conservative

- 78-
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of the estimates provided by state, city and school
A

department officials and then 'fbrther reducing that

est3J to in .order to be on the safe side.- Enroflments
b.

. in most cases will be well below thole ceilings, and
.

will reflect the judgment of the school department and

the court-appointed experts, subject to court review,

as to wiat consfitUtesfull.and efficient utilization,

of the educational facilities of a particular school:

The number of students attending districeschools in

/

1975 -76 will be lesd than the. total number of residents

in a district who eprolled.in .a public school this 3ma

partly, because substantial numbers from eachdistrict

will be attending citywide magnet schools and progr fns.

ne-third of the school days during the current school

A
,..,

time

so, over 2,000 students who enrolled in school

J ,
..,

during 1974-75 haVe attended school on less
,

./.

year, suggesting paper projections for next year of a

tighter fit between seats and students than r/ay materialize

in the classroom. It is not expected that/any condition',

of overcrowding at the elementary or middle level will

occur.

- 79 -
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However, if ol'ie roved .ing or

inadequate. ,space. develop,

by using' unsuitable space such as

ooms, aUditoriums-and the:like.

more schools that tile. plan states

be reopened: ,It isthe:plA's- pu

other problems due to

.they may not be solved

or middle school,student will hav

sidethe_commutiity school distri

that is the st ht'S` or .paren

hallways, utility

If need be, one or

shall be. closed may

ose that no elementary

A

to attend school out-

t o#' his residence unless

preference. Thq couft's

decisions as to assignment processes; school Closings ana

, \
capacities which'have been incorporated in ,the plan have

all been contraled by this goal,

\
Avnany as 55 of the approximitely

ities in Boston have been recommended for closing or

,replacement -by various a encies. 'Closing schools .is

alWays a difficult decfsion esPcially since some schools

Whose location and physical con ion compel their closing

.
have promising.educational programs. 'Attempts, have been

made to close school's that are in,poorcondition or unsafe

in both black, other minority and white areas to avoid

on theburdening

. ' . ".

any tope group unfairly.. .Me find that

'



basis of the factors discussed, the closing of /each of

the twenty schools listed.in the plan is. warranted.

G. 400

Magnet Schools Programs
.

At present Boston has a4inumber of schools w ith
.

t

tinctive or magnet programs attracting. students from

throughout. the city. At the high school level these

schools include Boston High School, Boston Latin Academy, -

Boston Latin School, Boston Technical School, Boston

Trade;; Copley Square, and the Occupational Resource Center.

Additional citywide schools with distinctive programs

40

have been added by the plan. To assist the Boston school

'system in developing the new magnet programs and'also in

improvihg the' quality

4
4f education t oughoup the school

system, the plan. adopts the concept of pairing of ,colleges

and universities with particular-schoals,kyelopea by

the masters. Twenty colleges and universities have been

pa,ired with particular schools in both citywide an4 com-

munity school districts,and collaborative efforts have

already begun with the assistance of an ad hoc committee

of attorneys appointed by the court. Planning between
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the public schools and the colleges and universities is
o

being directed toward the formulation and implementation
A

of programs to provide distinctive, non-discriminatory

educational instruction. The process of planning and

`developing new eduaAional programs is a complex and.,

continuing one. It Is impossible to predict whether

programs now in the planning stage will have been developed

completely by the fall of this year. However, a great

amount of effort is currently being expended. Funding of

$900,000 for planning by colleges and universities has

already been allocated by the State Bdard of Education,

and the court, after hearing, has ordered the school

:committee to employ during the coming summer months

teachers and administrative personnel reasonably neces-

sary for the joint planning process. _The state Secretary

of,Educationhas recommended the allocation of additional

funds to assist implementation of this feature.of the

plan when schools open in thelka1l.e United States

Office of Education has designated Boston as highest

priority for obtainkng federil":Emergency School Aid Act

(ESAA) funds. The Regional D.irector of HEW has agreed

-.82 -
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to , 0 ;eery effort to obtain all possible funding
':(

for panning and implementing program components'Veiling

developed in this effort. In addition to new programs,

magnet-type programs which were -in existence during the

1974-75 school year will -Continue and in some instances

will. have been expanded by the time schools open in the

fail.

CQliege` aid university' assistance will be aimed at

improving and equalizing the learning outcomes of students

in whatever program, school, or district the college

works with. The approaches taken by the paired partners

may include staff development and training, the design

of instruction, materials and methods, plattiii_or 4her

____---ergarri-raticar-grocesses basic to the school or district,

.

and concentration on community relations. The choice

swill depend upon a joint estimate of what is needed, and

a determination of how the capabilities and interests of

the college or university can'best serve these needs.

The court does not expect miracles or the achievement

of unattainable goals within-limited time constraints.

Thecourt does believe, however, that each college and

83
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university can work out one of, promising

lines of educational development fn ea6any with its

public school counterpart, The court appreciates the

pledges of full cooperatiOn.by the college's and univer-

sities received in writing and'in meetings it has had

18
with the presidents'of the institutions of higher learning.,-

The significance of this pairing effort is as a long-term

commitment, a promise to the parents and.students of

Boston that these institutions, with their rich educa-

tional resources, are concerning themselves in a direct

way with the quality in the public schools.

The court adopts .the naster -'''recommendation that

contracts or memoranda of agre4'i s be developed between

.4 k.=

the colleges and universities and the Boston public

schools. The court has ordered the school department

to use its best efforts `'to negotiate a contract pertaining

to; each paired school acceptable to both the school cm-
+

mittee\,and the contracting institution of higher learming.

The superintertdent has become involved personally and

18

1
,A copy of a *pical letter of commitment from,

.Suffolk University appears as Appendix C.
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4

has appointed a coordinator to supervise exchangesof

, information and suggestions between the colleges and

the faculty and staff at paired schools. Developing a

written agreement is in itself a means of getting the

parties together. Discussions now in progress may

'resolve such questions as scope of authority, division

of responsibility, communications and control procedures,

access, planning and review schedules, conditions for

withdrawal by one or both parties, ownership of or

editorial control over reports on projects, ands,Ethey....-

points. The contracts may identify the locus of control

over .different resources whether exchanges in kind or

receipt and handling of funds. In some contracts, the

school department may serve as the fiscal agent and in

others, the college or the State Education. Department or

some other thirAlparty close to the project. A'contract

or memorandum of agreement may also make plain those

spheres in which the college would take no- responsibility.

The working conditions and contractual obligations of

Boston teachers will be respected in these efforts. The

officials of the Boston Teachers Union have supported the

pairings developed by the masters.



In the court's view it is important to the success

of these efforts that the agreements. between individual

colleges or universities and the school department be --`\

the, result of negotiations by both parties, and be

tailored to the particular roles settled on by the

parties in each instance. Therefore, the court has

refrained from mandating any form of agreement or terms

that a contract must include. The importance of this

effort to the success of the court's plan for desegrega-

tion of the schools and particularly to the voluntary

component of this plan, hwever, leads the court ,to

reserve jurisdiction to make further orders in this area

should they become necessary.

The commitments of businesses primarily through the

Trilateral Task.Force to continue and enlarge

programs of support to the schools through similar

pairings, and of the Metropolitan Cultural Alliance to

continue its innovative and enriching programs and focus

them onaiding in the-peaceful desegregation of the

schools are also major contributions. From the rich

resources of the Boston area, other groups, such as

- 86 -
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labor organizations, may join in planning programs with

the schools, possibly through pairings like those estab-

lished in tbl plan. A committee of the Boston Bar

Association is making continuing efforts to aid in

developing institutional support. The efforts of so

many people to enrich publid education in such diverse

and promising ways will help ease the transition of

Boston's school system from a dual system to one with

no "black" schools or "white" schools, but just schools.

L87-
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H.

Citizen Participation, Monitoring and Reporting

The court adopts with some modifications the

masters' recommendations for the establishment of a

Citywide Coordinating Council with responsibility for

monitoring implementation of the court's desegregation

orders, and for community District Advisory Councils
c

that provide a'structure for community participation.

The
,
court has related to these pew groups the racial-

ethnic councils of 'parents and students citywide and at

each impacted schoo, which were established by orders

entered in 1974. T e curt endorses,/as
1

the continued indepe dent service of the

did the masters,

Home and School .

Associations, the Ci ywide EdUcational Coalitior and other

:Lk
groups working to enh4nce the quality and equatrof

education in the publ c schools of the city.
r .

. Proposals fo;, qme.court-established method of

citizen participation And'mbnitoring were put forward

and supported by the parties as, early as, August of 1974.

On October 4, 1914 the Co t issued an order, which all

tIm parties had a part in drafting, establishing,racial-
,

. ethnic parent and student councils ("RPCs and RSCs")' at



many' schools, to deal with racial teasions and problems

at the individual school level. A citywide parents'

advisory council ("CPAC") was established to coordinate

activities and disseminate infiiImation among schoolsRPCst

The establishment of a citywide group of citizens

charged with informing the community and monitoring

implementation of the 'court's orders regarding desegregatio-n,

has been supported by most, if not all, of the parties.

In the fall of 19.74, the Community Relations Service (CRS)

of the United States-Department of Justice prepared at the
;

request. of the court a report on the structure, function
-.

and"success of the court-appointed citizens' committee'

in Den;eri and on those in a number of other citi/6--

operating under desegregation orders.

Based on the information gathered by the CRS, the

tOurt finds ttiat a-citywide coordinating council of
, .

approximately 40 members will forma broad -based group

Whose-membership will reflect the riehnes

human -and community resourdes. Use of a

structure such a4,exists in the Denver model will enable

s of ston's

cOmmittee
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efficient and effective functioning of the council

despite the large number of members.

The court also adopts the masters' recommendation

for the establishment of district advisory councils.

Each district council will have a membership of ten

parents, out of a. maximum of 20 members., The size of,

the council can vary to include representatives of

community groups and other agencies active in public

school education in the particular district. RPCs and

RSCs will provide a logical upresentative route to
41

fill the parent and student seats on the district councils: .

the plan provides that parent and student district council

members be selected by members of RPCi and RSCs. Electbns

of RPCs and RSCs -are open to all parents of students

attending school and to all attending students. The

previously established radial and ethnic compositions of

RPCs and RSCs will ensure that parental and student repre-

sentatOn on district councils will be racially

ethnically diverse, without the need to set further

racial and ethnic quotas. ,

Numerous cases provide support for the establish-

ment of biracial acid multiracial gr9ups to act as advisory
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and monitoxing bodies during the desegregation process,

e.g.., Singleton v. Jackson Municipal School District,

5 Cir. 1970, 426 F.2d 1364; Keyes v. School Dist. No. 1,

Denver, Colo., D. Colo.1974, 380 F.Supp. 673. The

structure established here will. aid in the accomplishment

of peaceful and constructive desegregation of the

schools.

As a method of informing the court of the progress

of` desegregation in the school system, we have adopted

the masters' recommendation and require the filing of

annual reports by the Superintendent. The'information

required'includes data suggested by the masters, as a

part of these reports, as well as other information required

in other desegregation cases such as those in Denver and

in Jackson, Mississippi.

The masters' recommendation that the school

department file a report on the design and implementation

of a unifoim disciplinary code has not as yet been ated

upon. The court is, of course, concerned with the non-

discriminatory enforcement of discipline in the schools

and.with the due process rights' of all students. See

Wood v. Strickland, U,S. Feb. 25, 1975, 41 U.S.L.W. 4293;

'91
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Goss v. Lopez, U.S. Jan. 22, 1975, 43 U.S.L.W. 4181.

However, because of the penden0 of motions filed by

the Children's befense Fund and others concerning student

discipline, this matter will be the subject,:of separate

future hearings and orders.

IV

Conclusion

The 'student desegregation plan ordered by the court

for Boston's 'public schools is a complex design. A network

of citywide magnet schools with distinctive features and

particular assignment guidelines has been combined with the

division of the city into geographically bounded school

districts. Within these districts assignments to schools

are governed by separate, yet interdependent guideliries.

The'assignment process calls fot parents' and students'

choices of educational programs to be considered individually

and granted where possible consistently with desegregatioh.

Consideration of dozens of special programs and problems

is reflected in the many specific provisions of the plan:
;
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Particular provisions deal with assignment of kindergarteners,

high school seniors, students now in vocational education

programs, attendance at the examination schools, students

requiring bilingual education or special needs attention,

and students receiving Title I services.

Cs:$4bleges, universities, businesses and cultural

institutions have accepted invitations to'work along with

the school department to develop programs in citywide

and district schools that will be educationally sound

and attractive, and to expand and improve existing programs.

A network of organizations for citizen participation and

monitoring will be established. Racial Ethnic Councils

of parents and of students Will meet at the individual

school level, and representatively, in a Citywide Parents

Advisory Council. There will be Community District

Advisory Councils in every school district where parents,

studentS, school staff and others involved in education

C-
in that district can meet to didcuss the educational needs

of the district and to monitor the peaceful desegregation
.

. -----,-;"

_________aftlhe district's schoola. A Citywide Coordi,nating Council
.

composed of members of core city communities and of the

93
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Greater Boston business and educational community will

monitor and work for peaceful desegregation of the schools

under the .court's orders.

The plan does not order the 4.nvolvement of Boston's/

suburbs in the desegregation remedy. As of this date,

there has been no factual showing that "racially discriminatory

acts of the state or local school districts [i.e., school

systems], or of a single school district have been a

substantial ca se of interdistrict segregation" (emphasis

added), the egal basis outlined by the-Supreme Court in

Milliken . Bradley, 1974, 418 U.S. 717, 745, as necessary

befor any formulation of an interdistrict remedy. A

motion by the Mayor addressed to this issue has beeri

briefed by the parties and awaits future hearing. Howeyer,

the court encourages the cont nuati of the voluntary,
4

cooperative efforts being mad- in grams involving

suburban and Boston schoolchildren.

The timetable in the court plan sets tforth the

numerous important steps that must be completed before
t

94
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desegregated schools can receive students next fail.

This list is incomplete, as it
,,.

st be. No specific

orders could cover all the planning and activities that

must take place in many areas, from magnet pr ams to-

building renovations to contacts for transpOrtatio

to security measures to training of teachers and sta

etc., ih order to fully implement the plan.

The. cooperation and efforts of persons not parties

in this case will also be neeaed. ,The training and

sensitivity of BoStonts,teachers to the human problems

attending desegregation, and their energy in developing

magnet programs and devising non-discriminatory curricula

will be essential. Parents are asked to become involved

in choosing among educational programs for their children

and in serving on the various councils that will deal

with the conflicts and problems which are inevitable

in the desegregation process. The indispensable collaboration

of paired colleges; universities and businesses has been

discussed at length. City and state agenCies will be

called on for expertise and assistance in the conversion

and construction of facilities,,, the prbvision.of safety and
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security for students in and outcof school, the financial

requirements of desegregation, the development of magnet

educational programs and in other areas.

The plan -and the demands of its implementation

on the' pepple of Boston are necessarily as diverse and
/

complex as the needs and characteristic's of the city's

public schools. The extent to whick it will succeed in

desegregating the public schools and improving the quality

of education given in them remains to be seen. One thing,

however, seems clear: the ed4cation of a generation of

Boston students is at stake. It is the students in the

schools who will be directly and permanently'affected'by

the way the citizens of Boston carry out the plan.

United States Distric
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Introduction .

,
The student desegregation plan which follows is

\.$

intended eventually to be Part V of a filing entitled

Memorandum of Decision and.Remedial Orders. Other parts A

will include discussion's of applicable rules of law,

findings and conclusions underlying provisions of the

plan, further particulars of the court's retention of
/

.

jurisdiction, and several appendices. However, the

deadline for establishing a final student desegregation

. . .

plan has arrived if time is to be available forthe city

defendant and persons who are not parties to these pro-
.

ceedings to do the many things which must be done before.

the opening of schools next fall. Hence the accompanying

plan is filed before other parts of the court's decision,

which will follow as soon as possible, probably within

two weeks. .n,

Ilai 10, 1975

.

O

w
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As indicated on the previous pag0, the student

desegregation plan which follows as Part V was originally

filed separately on May 10:1975. For this printing,

some details of the plan relating to specific facilities

have been amended to correct inadvertent omissions and

to reflect developments in the use of certain buildings

that have grown out of discussiop_a between school depart-

ment officials and the court-appointed experts.

June 6, 1975

-ii-
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A., THE. COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Definition and Purposes

A Community School District is an area of the city, clearly

bounded by identifiable lines on a map, within which all resi-

dents are entitled to attend the public schools in that area,

as seat capacities may allow. Maps, geocodes and facilities

tables of the eight community districts appear infra, on

page 9. The purposes of these Districtsare:(a) To

accomplish desegregation of the schools in conformance-with-

constitutional principles; (b) To correlate the programt And

operations of public educational services with the needs and

interests of residents and students within a natural unit or

combination of units of the residential communities of Boston;'
a.

(c) To'enable parents and students to plln a coherent sequence
?-

of learning experiences within an identifiable series of

schools that culminate in Community District High Schools;

(d) To minimize the costs and burdens of transpArting students,

staff, and material tetween distant points in the city; and ,

(e) To utilize existing facilities fully and efficiently.'

No Community District boundary shall be modifi'ed except

on notice to the parties with the review and approval' of the

couft. Community District schools shall be ,equal in quality

and status in ,all respectd to Citywide schools and programs.

104
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No teacher or school administrato inn a Citywide school may

remand a student to a district sch of as'unsuitable for ,the

Citywide school or as a punishment. Neither may schools in

any Community District develop alternative prograins"ich

operate de facto as preventive detention or short-term'segre-

gation facilities. Therg shall, be no segregation of students

within schools, classrooms, or programs in the schobl system.

--------. .

lon. // . )

* 0,'

The city defendants shal/
.0'

forthwith appoint, or transfer

d'tr

from an, existing Area Su irintendency, a Community Superintendent

as the chief school p ficer for each Community District. Each

Community Superi 'endent shaX1'report to the Superintendent

or his Depu and shall also consult with and be advised regularly

by.a Co unity District Advisory Council. Such Councils are

est fished by the section of this plan entitled "Citizen

/Participat4on, Monitoring and Reporting". Each Cothmunity Dist ict

//
school. facility shall, before July 1, 1976, be administered y

an administr4t(r at the rank of, principal.or headmaster. Selet=

tion_of all administrators is subject to future'orders of the

)
court on the desegregation of adminOtrators, as to which

plaintiffs filed a comprehensive proposal and memorandum on

May 7, 1975. Principals and headmasterS in each Community

District shall constitute an administrative cabinet to be,known

as the Council of Principals, which shall be chaired by the

Community Superintendent.

105
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Each Community District shall maintain a District Office
*.

that is located in a school facility within easy reach of all

residenti. The ()Mee shall contain the Community Superintendent,

a secretary for staff support of Community District Advisory

Councils, and a professional staff charged with 'district-wide

servicing of ancillary and support programs. The District

Office shall also be the meeting plade and lity for use by

members of the Community District Advisory Council, the Council

of Principals, and of Racial- Ethnic Parents' Councils.

Curriculum and Grade, Structure

Within the limits established,by state 'standards, the

policie's,of the School Departnlent, and contractual obligations

entered into with a paired college or university, each Community

School District shall develop its curriculum and programs of

instruction and extra-curricular activities in response to the

needs and interests of the parents and students resident within

th4 District, y) that prOgrams are non-discriminatory and

of.all ethnic groups. All extra-curricular activities

d athletic programs shall be available and conducted on a

. 'desegregated basis. These responses shall be coherent from

grade to grade and from school to school. Programs of instruct on.

at all levels shall be planned to reinforce the quality of learning

within the Disict High School. Each high school shall. be a four

year, comprehensive institution which serves with equal anduni=

form exc91lence of instruction, students seeking general culmi-

3
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nating education, those seeking vocational training or

ence, and those seeking preparation for post-secondary

Each District High School shall also serve as an Adult

purpose Community Education facility.

Community District school grade structures shall be uniform.

A

experi-

srudy.

or Multi-

schools shall be 1-5 at the elemeritary level, 6-8 at the middle

school *level, and 9-12 at the high school level. They may

enrolll 13th graders. Most)/crtall elementary schools shall
,

contain kindergartens.. assignments shall'be made

by the School Departmentl to appropriate facilities, and may

,' include ter-district assignments. Kindergarten classes shall

jhe desegregated wherever possible. If kindergarten students

must be assigned to schools outside their home neighborhoods,

the ass4nments shall be made in accordance with two principles:

(1) The resulting student bodies shall be desegregated; and

(2) the burdens of distance and transportation shall be distrib-

uted equitably Across ethnic groups.

Bilingual Students

ilingual grogSchools where brams shall be provided are

shown in the school 'tables which are part of this plan. Where

20 or more kindergarten students attend a school and are found

1The words "School Departmene".refer collectively and
individually to the members of the Boston. School Committee and
Superintendent and their agents, servants, employees and
attorneys and all other persons under their control.
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to be. in need of bilingual instruction,. the School Department

shall .provide it. Parents who `seek bilingual instruction for

their children at any grade level shall note this on the enroll- ,

ment appli)pation form which the School Department shall mail to

them. However, the School Bilingual Department staff shall make
410-

tOe decision to assign studenis.to programs, but not to specific

schools within Community Districts: Bilingual, program assign-

ments will be ehe'first made by the Assignment Unit.

Special Needs-Students
i

. .
.

Every school facility shall receive and educate mild and.
0

Moderate special needs students, who will be assigned to schools

in accordance with regulir assignment procedure by geocode. No

less than one resource room_and one, special needs services space

shall be set aside in'each school. Each school shall have

special educators and materials. Some moderate and severely

handicapped students will be assigned directly to schools with,

special facilities and staff, apart from the geocode Vocedure.

To support special education both.in regular schools and in

. special resource schools, at lgrst three such special schbols in

each community district shall be identified and plannedby the

School Department, for review by representatives of the court, not

later than July 15, 1975. No special school shall consist wholly

or primarily of special needs students.

108
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Capacitierand School Closings .

Every'school facility shall house a student body that

does not exceed the total capacity ceiling shown in the tables

in the plan in order to avoid overcrowding and enable objective

assignment by geocode units. The capacity ceiling makes no
\

distinction between the variable seat requirements for kinder-

garten, special needs, bilingual, and vocational programs. This

must be left to the planning discretion pf the School Department.

The ceiling capacity figure need_not be met in any particular

school, to enable this planning for program differences. The

ceiling capacity limit is in no way prescriptive with respect

to setting or influencing variable standards for establishing

class-size or teacher/student ratios.

The School. Committee is ordered to close permanent* the

following schooIs2, not later 'than,August 30, 1975, in order

to enable and maintain desegregation throdgh the consolidation

of student bodies:

2The decisions to close these facilities were made after
consideration of their locations in areas with excess seating
capacity at the elementary level, of their conditions and
presence on various lists of schools recommended for closing
in the past, and of equity in the burden of school closings
among'districts and am Cetnnic groups:,;:

0

0
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1. W.,11ston 12. Hart

2. Andrew 13. Hoar

3. Bacon
.

14. Howe

4. J. Bates 15. Logue

5. M. Baker 16. Longfellow

6. Burnham 17. L. Mason

7. Cushing 18. Tiles on

8. Dean 19. Tobin Annex

9. Dillway 20. Wolcott

10;. Ellis Annex ; 21.' Dudley

11. HaMilton Annex (Rental) 22. (old) Quincy

The Longfellow and Dudley maybe used for'kindergarten classes,

if the school committee chooses.

The following facilities which the school committee has

closed shall remain closed and not be rehabilitated:

1. Ira Allen 6. C. Perkins

2. C. Gibson 7. Sevin Hill

3. N. Hawthorne 8. Stewart

4. Leen 9. Trade High,. for Girls

5. Minot 10. John J. Williams

Maps Tables, and Planning Specifications

The following maps show the boundaries, official names, and

geocode units included within each of the eight Community School

Districts. The base map was drawn some time ago and shows some

schools now closed and others to be closed. A geocode is a

bounded area of from five to fifteen residential blocks within

7 1 0



a District and may containzlnywhere from a half dozen to several

hundred public school students. The_geocodes were originally,

developed as reporting units for use by the Boston Police Depart-

ment and are now used by the School Department for pl ?nning

purposes. In this plat, they shall provide the basis for

assigning students to schools.

One table accompanying the map of each Community School-

DistriCt lists the school facilities for, the District, together

with the limit on capacity for each facility, the designation

of numbers of students to be accommodatep in bilingual program

clusters within particular schools, and, in the lower right hand

.corner, the total available seats at each level. 14.second table

summarizes the population,composition of students residing in

the DWrict who are enrolled in public schools as of April 10,

1975. The bottom line states the racial and ethnic composition

of the Community District which the percentage variations

permitted by the guidelines for,aetigning students relate.

Following the tables is a summary of planning specifications

.for each District.

o
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TABLE 1. 1 1 4.

BRIGHTON-MISSION HILL COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 1.

No.
Bilingual
StudentsSchool

,Limit On
Capacity

. Brighton High 1200

2. Edison Middle 750

3. Taft Middle "84

4., Baldwin 40C1

5. Barrett 180

6 'Tarra.gut 7 290

7. Gardner 54;

8. Garfield 450

9. Hamilton 38(!I

LO. Lyon

4

11. Sqdare

20

13

Chinese 100

His'. 120
Chinese 60

His 100

12. Storrow M 10

13. McKinley

14. Milmore

15. Tobin

130\

630

16. Winihip 460\

*

Hisp. 40

Hisp. 100

Chinese 60

Hisp. 40

Hisp. 40

Hisp. 100

Hisp. 100

I

-
z

115
"Ugh SchoOL Total 1200

Sthool Total 1600
Elementary. School Total 090

Totals mom
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BRIGHTON-MISSION HILL DISTRICT 1 1974-75 STUDENT ENROLLMENTS1

Grade
Level White

No. Students
Other

/Blacl: Minority Total.

:

W

52

%

B

22

OM

K1 + K2 572 234 289, 1095 26

1 - 5 1345 1366 923 3634 37 38, 25

6 - 8 78q 641 388 1838 43 '35 . 22

9 - 12 1188 677 410
,

)

2'275
. )

52 50 18

13 119 24 69' 212 56 11 33

K - 13 Total 4013 2942 2079 9034 .44 33. 23

.11

J ,
.r .

.

Data filed by School Department Data4Processing Center and
Educational Planning Center on April 10, 1975. Includes
any student 'enrolled anywhere in Boston public schools, but
residing in this)District, and attending one or more days
since Sept-.ember, 1974.

a

4

1

116

12
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V

PLANNING SPECIFICATIONS
FOR

BRIGHTON - MISSION COMMUNITY S HOOL DISTRICT

J

1., Approximately one-half of th resiclenthfgh school'

students will need Citywikle high sch ol admissions or assign-
!

ments.

-2. The McKinley School shall be

1elementary-school from its present e

and educable retardates of middle and

that no hardship is created for McKim
0.!

onverted to a general

lusive use for trainable

high school age. So

ey's present students,

however, this change shall be graduE4 and phased so that current

students may complete the Oogram. A plan for accomplishing

/

ithr'the Court representatives not -laterthis small be filed

Olen August 1, 1975. The plan shall include identification

oiluturefacility provisions for retarded youths.

3. 'The 'Taft Elementery School shall be codVerted for use

atoiart of the Taft Middle Sehool."
(

4... Twenty-five percent of the seats,in the Jackson portion

of the Citywide Jackson-Minn School, in Hennigan School,mit
and English High School

Eoston Trade High School/shall befreserved for residents of

this District.

1 1 '7

13
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TABLE 2. 119
JAMAICA PLAIN COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 2. .

N%...,

.

School

1. Jamaica Plain High

2: T. Roosevelt Middle

Mt Curley Diddle

4. Lewis: Middle

5. Agassiz

6, Bowditch

7.' Ellis

8. Fuller

9. Higginson

10. J, F. Kennedy

11. Manning

12. Mendell

13. Wyman

14. Seaver

Parkman

:.l6. Garrison

17. Abraham 226Z

18. Parker 100 's

.

Limit On
Capacity

No.

Bilingual
Students

750 Hisp. 130

500 Hisp. . 80

1100 Hisp. 120

500

800 Hisp. 60

350 - Hisp. 100

540 Hisp. 60

300

310

550 Hisp. 120

230

290 Hisp. 80,

220

300

440

700

I

1

.1"

120
High,, School Total 750

Middle School Total Z.1.U0

Elementary School Total , 5350
agf,"Nadi



JAMAICA PLAIN DISTRICT 2 1974-75 STUDENT ENROLLMENTS1

Grade
Level

ICl .1- K2- '7

White

744

No. Students.
Qther

Black 121i2Inity Total W

IP

47.

B 0t4

S
1410.4* 202 , 1356 - 55 30 15

1685 675 3945 40 43 17
r

855 " - 3101 43 42 15

.,-.

_2017

954 299 2469. 49 39 12

35 143 SO 24 76

3939 .1514 9930 45 40 15

1.-----.1717L1585
6 --1 8 861

9 -A2 ,___ -,.. 1216
.

13 71

k - l3 Total, 4'477:

1. Data filed by School Department Data Processing Center and

Educational Planrang tenter on April 10, 1975. Includes

any student enrolled anywhere in Boston public schools,but
residing in this District, and attending one or more days

since September,,1974,

11.

121'
16

e--



PLANNING SPECIFICATIONS
FOR

JAMAICA PLAIN COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

,l. A new Jamaica Plain High Scbool also known as South-

west II, shall be built in 1977 to replaAe the present facility.

Until then, about two-thirds of the District's resident high

school students will need Citywide high school admissions or

assignments.,

2. Twenty-five percent of the seats in Citywide elementary

schools J.. Curley and Trotter are reserved for residents of

this District.
ti

3. The Longfellow school may be used for kindergarten

classes if the school department finds such use necessary.

122
17
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;1
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3;

-
54

5;
 5

49
-5
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; 5
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-5

62
;
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8;

 6
79

 -
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TABLE 3. 124
WEST ROXBURY COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 3.

School

No.
Limit On Bilingual
Capacity Students

1. Roslndate High

2. Irving Middle

3. Lewenberg Middle

4. Shaw Middle

5. Barron

6: P. Bates

7. Beethoven

8. Cannon

9. Kilmer

10. Lydon

11.

12.

Morris

Mozart

15. Philbrick

14. Ripley

'15. Sumner

16. Audubon

17D Lee

ion
1040

900

800

Greek 60
Hisp.

Greek '40

Fr.
Haitian 60

260

360

410

230

360

310 Greek 60

4.00

330

200

400 h

600

260

1000 Hisp. 140

. 18. Paine' ,490

125
19

High SchoOl TOtafr'
Middle School Tgegl

Elementary School to 56-10 -7
tals./9370



WEST ROXBURY DISTRICT 3 1974-75 STUDENT ENBOLLMENTS1

,Grad
bevel. White

Ki t K2 1096

1 - 5 2439

6 - 1483

9 - 12
,

1987

13 166

K - 13 Total 7171

No. Students
Other

-Black Minority Total

604 6A 7,769

W B OM

. 62 34- 4.

236 486.6

114 2678

91 3193

50 4

62 35

29 9 204

5020 519 12710

81 14 5

56 39 5

1, bata filed by Schopl Department Data Processing C er and

Educational Planning Centeron April 10, 1975. Includes

any student enrolled anywhere in Boston public schools, but

residing in this District, ancWattoVing one or more days

since September, 1974.

0

00

./1

126
20



PLANNING S ECIFICATIONS
OR.

WEST' ROXBURY CO ITY SCHOOL DISTRICJ

1. Roslindale High S of can :accommodate only one-third

of the District's resident high school. students. WheaSou hwest

I High School has been co leted, 25 percent of its seats shall

be reserVed for residents of this District. Meanwhile, two-

thirds of the students will need admissions or assignments to

Citywide,HighiSchools.

2. Twenty-five percent of the seats in'Citywide elementary

facilities Haley and Ohrenbergei are reserved for residents

of thiS District.

3. M. Baker and Logue Schools shall be replaced by the

new Mattapan Elementary School.,

127
21
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'TABLE 4' 129
-HYDE PARK COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 4.

School
Limit On
Capacity

No.

Bilingual
Students

, 1. Hyde Park High 1250

2. Rogers Middle 1000

3. Thomp,6n Middle o800

4. Bradford 360
Fr. NaitiaA
Hisp.

30.

40

-5. Bradford Annex 390

6, Chinning 490

7. Chittick 540

8.- Cbnley 480

9. Fairmount 390

10. E: Greenwood 600

11. Grew 420

12. Hemenway 200

13. F. Roosevelt 350

14.. Taylor 680

'15. P. Shaw 14.90

ti

High hool TOtai
18 0' Middle hool Total

Elementary Sc 1 Total

1250

1100
5390



4.

HYDE PARK DISTRICT 4 1974-75 STUDENT ENROLMENTS1

-

Oracle
L;vel -White

No. Students

Black

.

,Other
Minority

-

Total

. -

'W

66

"B

32

OM

KI. 4-K2 851 408 36 1295 2

1

. . 3

;- 5 1950 1358 .i00 3408. 57 4d 3

6 - $85 623 . 56 1564 56 40 4

'(:) 12 1734 _
773 67

.

-. 2574. 67 36

.

3 -

q2 30

,,,-

9° 131 70 23 7
.

13 Total 5512

,

3192 268 8972 - 61 35 4

...
t. -

1. Data filed by School Dep-artment Data Processing Center and
Educational Planning Center on April 10, 1975. Includes ..

zany student enrolled anywhere in Bbston public schools, but
residing in this District, and attending,one or more days
since September, 1974.
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PLANNING SPECIFICATIONS
FOR ,

HYDE PARR COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

1., About half of the resident high school students

will'need,Citywide high school admissions or assignments.

f
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t.
1 TABLE 5. 134

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6..

7.

8.1

9.

10.

12.

13.

DORCHESTER COMMUNITY.SCHOOL DISTRICT 5. 1

School
Limit On
Capacity

Buike High 1100

Dorchester High 1550

Champiaiii Middle 320

Cleveland Middle' 1100

No.

-Bilingual
Students

i.

Holmes Middle / 6002

Wilson Middle 10,50

"P. Brooks 340

Dickerman 3;0

EndiCott
Ns 310

Everett 490

Fifield 590

.S. Greenwood 800

14. Holland 1000
. .

15. Kenny 420

16. Marshall 1000.

17. Mather 800

18. Murphy ."-%S
1000

19. Motley

//20. O' Hearn

360

Haitian
I French

. .

100

/ Hisp. 100

/ Hisp. 80

Hisp. 80

Hisp. 80

Hisp. 100

- Hisp. 80

Hisp. 60 ,

310

21. Richards 230
4.

_22. Rochambeau 410

23, :.Stone 350

High.SchooI Total 2650185)
School Total

ElemeAltary School Total.
17 Totals*'



DORCHESTER DISTRICT 5 1974-75 STUDENT ENROLLMENTS1

Grade
Level White

'

Noe Students
Other

Black 1 Minority . Total. W

'54

%

B

40

OM

6K1 +Q1(2. 1272 926 141 2339

1 - 5 2843 " 1 .3537 584 6964 41 51 8

6 - 8 .

,,,,

1504 1804. 225 3533 43 51 6.

9 - 12 1951 1959 . 220 4130 47 48 5

13 158 63 27 -248 '' 64 25 11

K -. 13 Total 7728 8289 1197 17214 45 48 7
,

1. Data filed by School Department Data Processing Cgnter and
Educational Planning Center on April. 10, 1975. Includes
any student enrolled ,anyiahere in Boston public schools, but
residing in this District, and attending one more days
since September, 1974.

136
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PLANNING SPECIFICATIONS
TOR

DORCHESTER COMMUNITY SCHOOL &STRICT

1. About 44 percent of the resident high/ school students'

in this District will need admissions or assignments to City-

wide High Schools.'Whitti.er shall continue/as a Dorchester

High Annex. The seat ceiling capadity shorn includes this

school.
' Champlain,

2. The/Cleveland, Holmes and Wilson/Middle_Sdools fall

short of accommodating the resident middle school students in

this District by approximately 460. Because a surplus of

roughly 1,000 elementary seats exists at present, the School

Department shall convert one or more elementary facilities

for middle school use for September 1975.

3. Twe ty-five percent of the seats in Citywide Hernandez

and M. L, Kine shall be reserved Tfor residents of this District.

13'7
29
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1, 3 g..TABLE 6.

SOUTH 'BOSTON COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 6.

School

No.
Limit On' Bilingual
Capacity Students

1. South Boston High 1100 Hisp. 80

2. L. Street Annex , 400
A

3. Dearborn Middle* 600

4. Gavin Middle 1100

.5. McCormack Middle 900 Hisp. 100

6:. Bigelow 520

7. Clap 350

8. (New) ,Condon 1000

9. Dever

IL,,Y" 10. Emerson

10A. Fenwick

11. _5. ftsaft,

12 O'Reilly

212 Perkins

14. Perry

15. Russell

,16. Tuckerman

I7. Tynan

700 Hisp. 100

260
Hisp.
Port.

60
40

340
300

Hisp.
Hisp.

40
60

360

400
1

440'

550

280

570.

118. Winthrop 380 ",

/

Hisp. 60 -'

* Includes Dearborn Annex

I_ 4 0
31

High, School Total. 1500
Middle School Total 7600

Elemediary School Total 615.0

Totals 0250-
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SOUTH BOSTON DISTRICT 6 1974-75 STUDENT ENROLLMENTS).-

Grade
Level . White

No. Students -

Other
Black Minority Total. W

62

B

23

OM

Ki + K2 * 920 (/ 339

.a-

'.220 1479 15,_

I.-- 5 2530

1028

1560

903

8,67

312

4937

2243

51

46

32

40

X17

146 - 8

9 - 12 1460 941 234
,

2635 ' 56 36 8

13 - f48

.

28

3771

4
1677

220

11514

67

53

13

33

,

?0

14K - 13 Total 6066

SJ

1. Data filed by School. Department Data Processing Center and
Educational Planning tenter off April 0, 1975. Inclddes
any student enrolled anywhere in Boston public schools, but
residing in this District, and attending one or more days
since September, 1974.
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t

NG SPE6IFICATIONS

SOUtH/BOSTON,COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

,Ai'out 41' percent of the resideRt high school students

in this Diitrict will need admissions or assignments in City-

wide High Schools.

2. The Gavin and J. McCOrmack Middle Schools, fall short

of the seat requirements for this District. Therefore,,the,-,

School Department shall-convert Dearborn fin middle school

use with Dearborn Annex, now a middle school by, September

1975.

3'. Depending upon their geocoded'residence, Hispanic

special needs students currently assigned to the Fetrwick

,i i/
School shall be}0,s1gned to the M. L. King and the J. McCormaCk

Middle Schools. ,.

4. The use of the Saxah Baker facility will be determined

by the school department subject to review of the court-

appointed experts.
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TABLE 7.
MADISON PARK C(4M1JNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 7..

SchoOl
Limit On
Capacity

'No.
Bilingual
Students

1. Charlestown High 700

2. Roxbury High 850
Chinese
Hisp.

80
80

3. Blackstone Middle 400

4; Edwards Middle 670

5. Michelangelo Middle 350

Chinese
Ital.

80
40

6, TimiltY Middle 700 Hisp. 100'

7. Bancroft 230

8. Blackstone 800 Hisp. 100

9., Bunker Hill 150

10. Carter,. 210

11. Eliot 430 Ital. 80

12. Faneuil 270

13e Hale 300 Hisp. 60

14. Holden 150

15. Hurley 470 Hisp. 60

16. Kent 600 Chinese 60

17. Lincoln 700 Hisp. 100

18: Palmer 200,

19. Prince 300

20. quincy (New) 8.00 Chinese 160

21. Warren-Prescott 520
High School Total 1536

Middle School Total 2120
Elementary School Total 4930

Totals 8600

4
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MADISON PARK DISTRICT 7 1974-75''STUDENT EUROLLMENTS1

Grade
Level White

.No. StUdents
Other

Black Minority Total W

46

B ,

29

OM

K1 + K2 519 234- 285 1138 25

1 - 5 1356 1423, 1065 3844 35 37 28

6 - 8 7C)2 781 516 2n8Q 38

46

37

34

25

209 - .12
I

1133' 857

.

4q8 2488

I 13 65 26 122 213 31 . 12 57 .

K - 13 Total 3865 3421
. .

2486 9772 40 35 25

1. Data filed by School Department Data Processing Center and
Educational Planning Center on April 10, 1975. Includes
any student enrolled anywhere in Boston public schools, but
residing in this District, and attending one or more days
since September, 1974.
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PLANNING SPECIFICATIONS
FOR

MADISON PARK COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

1. The'Roxbury and Charlestown High Schools together can

accommodate abOut 62 perCent of the District's resident high
,

school students.. Therefore, about 38 percent will need.admis-

siong or assignments to Citywide High Schools. Charlestow n

High ii to be replaced-with a new fadiliiy ,in 1977.

The vocational education staff at Charlestown High

shall make special efforts to recru.t and admit black and

other minority students into the progtam, beginning with

1975-76 enrollments..

2. The Edwards, Michelangelo

fall 400 seats short of the needs f
C

and Timilty Middle Schools

.

this District. Therefore

if the Blackstone is not ready for use in eptember 1975, the

school department shall propose one or more elementary facilities.

for conversion to Middle school use on an interim basis, for the

review of the court expearts.

3. Twenty-five percent Of the seats in Citywide Boston.High

School, Copley Square High School, Madison Park High School,

Madison Park Temporary High School, and the Mackey Middle School,

shall be reserved for residents of thil3 District.

4. In order to consolidate this District for purposes of

desegregation, various bilingual programs now ongoing in

schools outside this District but serving its residents have

been deliberately assignedrto.schools in this District.

37



5., The new Quincy School will. not be ready for occupancy

until September, 1976. IL will occasion the closing of an

'additional elphaentary facility in the District on that date.

Til then, the Chinese bilingual program shall be located

in a school selected by the Bilingual Department: The old

Quincy facility ,shall be closed permanently for school use.

However, the timing of closing shall be proposed by the school

department for review by representatives of the court. It may

be used for a time, pending completion of the new Quincy School.

6. The Ductley School shall be used for kindergarten

classes only, or an alternative kindergarten site in Witi'neighl;or-

,../'

neighbor-

hood may be proposed for review of the court experts.

7. The new Carter shall be constructed promptly and shall

include an elementary and a middle school facility.

8. The Spencer building and the Boys Club may be used

as auxiliary facilities at Charlestown High.

9. The Bancroft School shall continue its ungraded program

for students 'up to 13 years of age.

147
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1419
TABLE 8.

EAST 'BOSTON COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT. 8.

School
Limit On
Capacity

No.
Bilingual
Students

1; E. Boston High lag! Ital. 150

2. (Old) Barnes Middle 750 Ital. 60

1. Adams , 350

4. Allighiere 170 Ital. 40

5. Bradley '340

6. Chapman 320

. 7. Cheverus 390

8. Lyman ,260

9. O'Donnell 290
4Ats

10. Otis 420 \

11. P. Kennedy 400

12. Sheridan 310

4

-High School Total 1350
Middle School Total , 750

Elementary School Total 3230
40 prifik i a



EAST BOSTON DISTRI 1974-75 STUDENT ENROLLMENT1

Grade
Level White

No. Students

Black
Other

Minor4.4,- Total W

94

% .

B

2

OM

Xi + K2" 704 19 - 29 752 4

1 - 5 2049 -64 62 2175 94 3 '3

6 - 8

.

1106 3i 27 1164
.

95

9 - 12 1541 46
c

.

'19 - 16,6 96

13 ' 61. 2 7 - 70 87 3 10

K t113 Total 5461 162 144 5767 95 3 2

,

1. Data filed by School Department Data Processing Center and
Educational Planning Center on April 10, 1975. Includes
any student enrolled anywhere in Poston public .sohools, but
residing in this. District, and attending one or more days
since September, 1974.
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PLANNING SPECIFICATIONS
FOR

EAST BOSTON COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

1. In September, 1976, East'Boston High School shall

become Citywide District East Boston Technical High School.

At that time, 25 percent of the seats in that facility shall

be reserved for residents of the District.

Staff in the'vocational i)rogram at East Boston High

`School shall make special efforts to recruit black and other

minority students for enrollment in their program, effective

September, 1975.

2. If the old Barnes Middle School enrollment from witpin

this District exceeds 750 in any one year, arrangments for tempo-
..

rary.middle school classes may be devised in one or more of

the District elementary facilities.

3. The Daniel Webster School shall be used for ontinuipg

and community education and recreation Purpoies, only.

4. The new Barnes Middle School, and the Guild and McKay

facilities - all part of Citywide School District 9- shall

reserve 25 percedt of their seats for residents of District

8.

A

S.

1 r 2,-

(

42



J

B. THE CITYWIDE SCHOOL DISTRICT

Definition and Purposes

Citywide School District 9 Shall comprise those schools

offering distinctive programs of instruction that may serve

the needs andfinterests_of students residing anywhere within

Boston. Citywide schools range from those offering admission

by examination to those targeting their services at students

eligible for. Title I federal aid. District 9 shall be organ-

ized like the Community School District,,with a Citywide.

Superintendent; a District office, a Council of Principals

and a Community District Advisory CoutCil.

The purposes served by the Citywide School District are

identical to those set forth for Community School Districts,

with these additions: The Citywide District shall facilitate

the establishment of a substantial sector of the school system

within which c plete desegregation with rel iiiely slight

17

deviations fr systemwide racial ratios is accomplished on

the basis of he magnetic attraction of the programs of instruc-

tion. These programs are intended to,address a wide range of

needs and interests and to respond to them educationally in

ways that unify all groups within the city.

153
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The provisions of the plan contained in the previous

section dealing with Community District Schools, e.g.,

administration, curriculum, bilingual anti special needs

students and capAities, shell apply equally to District 9

schools except, where inconsistent with particular provisions

contained in this section, e.g., the six grade structure of

Latin School and Latin Academy.

Options ad Applications

The School Department shall, un er the court's supervision,

prepare an "Orientation and Application Booklet." The booklet,

shall be printed for mailing in an English and Spanish version

and in7a Chinese version. The English- Spanish version shall

_be'mailed to the parents or guardians of all students enrolled

In the public schools. The Chinese. version shall be mailed to

the parents or guardians of students identified from enrollment

-lists as Oriental. Translations into French, Greek, Italian

and Portuguese shall be printed for diitribution and copies of

the booklet in these languages as well as in English-Spanish

and Chinese shall be made available at local schools, Community

School District offices and at other municipal locattons. A

statement in each language shall appear in the English-Spanish

booklet railed to parents and students informing them of the

availability and location of copies in these languages. Th'el\

orientation section of the booklet shall present brief but

1 )4
44



cogent descriptions of all of the schools and their programs

within Citywide District 9 and shall orient readers accurately

to school resources and to the range of options and restrictions

governing final assignments.

The enrollment application section shall instruct the

patents or guardians of all prospe ve, students under 18, as

well as the student who is 18 or over, in hOW to apply for the

schools and programs the student prefers. Prior to mailing

the booklet; the School Department shall conduct an orientation

program within the schools_and through the media., The School'

Department shall conduct and encourage conferences and planning

sessions between staff, parents, students, and civic leaders to

explore and develop the full implications of magnet programs.

After the booklets have been mailed, there shall be an infprma-

tion and guidance center located in each Community School

District office to which parents and students may direct,inquiries.

The address and telephone number of each center shall be printed

in the booklet.

The application portion shall include a request that is

obligatory for responses as to student's age, ethnicity (white, _

,black, Hispanic, Oriental, American Indian; or otbier); address

of_ residence; last schobl and grade attended; special learning

or treatment needs; Title I eligibility; home language; and

other data the School Department deems essential for processing

45
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a7;

the applications. (Iceapplication shall present parents and

students with the following optic:410:

.a. Preference for assignment to the Community School

District schools with the specific school not named.

b. Preference for one or more specific Citywide District

schools, or programs within such a Citywide District school.

The application shall inform parents and students that

all currently enrolled students(except current 12th and 13th

graders)will be assigned to the extent possible on the basis.

of their preferences, but that if the application is not

returned before the deadline for doing so or omits essential

information, the student will be assigned to a school without

having his or her zreferences considered in the initial assign-
.

ment process. The application should also state that students

not currently enrolled who seek to enroll for the 1975-76
mot,

school year, who do not submit an application by the dedline

four doing so will be permitted to express preferences but will

have to be assigned on the basis of available seats. The book-

let shall inform readers that citywide magnet preferences are

not guaranteed, nor is assignment to a Commuhity District

3METCO, EDCO,'or similar programs shall not be offered
as options, but the booklet shall inform readers of the nature
of such programs and shall provide an opportunity for the
parent or student to request further information about the
programs.

46
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School; and that the school to which,each Community District .

student is admitted cannot be identified until,' notification

is made in writing to the parent by theSchool .Department.

The enrollment application shall be printed in such a

manner-as to be detachable and returnable by prepaid mail to

the School Department. students and parents shall be:given

ten days in which to study, complete.and mail .the Application.

The School Departojeht shall notify all applicants and currently

enrolled students of their admission assignments in writing by

mail not later than 21 days after the application's return

deadline hai expired'.

The most crucial feature of this three-step procedure ii

the reservation to the School Department -of the power to assign

the applicant to a specific school and program in,a school.

As the Timetable of Performance, infra, makeg plain; the anal-,

yais of applications and_ the assignment of. upils to schools

and programs will be superVised by the court.

Examination Schools-

Citywide schools range from the three examination schools
o

with special entrance requirements, tostheTitle,I eligible

subsystemHschools,4eo schools which have achieved distinction

in offering unique programs at all levels. Some of the schools

are now being erected, for use in 1976.

47-
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oston Latin Schoor and Boston Latin Academy will continue
ti

for the school year 1975-76 to provide a-six-grade program And

to accept both 7th.and 9th grade students. At least 357. of

each of the entering classes at Boston Latin School, Boston

Latin Academy and Boston Technical High in September 1975 shall

be composed of black and Hispanic students. The School Depart-

ment may utilize the scores of applicants on the SSAT, alone or

combined with students' grade point averages or standings as

criteria for admission. The School Department shall exercise

its judgment in setting criteria such as a minimum SSAT score

or relative weights to be given to scores and giades, so long

as the criteria chosen result-in entering 7th and 9th grade

-classes at least 357. black and Hispanic. These orders apply

only to,the 1975-76 school year and are subject to change both

as to grade structure and admissions criteria, dependent upon

an ongoing evaluation of racial data and of the effect of this

admissions program upon the desegregation of the examination,

. schools.

The School Departmenttshall also institute and conduct

programs (a) to make all students in the system; aware of the

admission requirements and type of instruction offered atthei

examination schools, and (Wto recruit black and Hispanic

applicants to the examination schools in future years.

48
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,

Any tutorial programs giyen to prepare students for entrance
a-

examinations shall be conducted on a desegregated basis, as

shall advanced work classes (if theysare to be continued). Any

enrichment and remedial programs for students admitted to or

enrolled in the examination schools shall be available and con-

ducted on a desegregated basis. There shall be no tracking of

students within the examination schools which results in racially

segregated classes.

N
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Institutional Support

'Institutions' of higher education and culture,,business

corporations, labor unions and other organizations in the

Greater Boston area have committed themselves to support,

assist, and participate in the development of educational,

excellence within and among the public schools of Boston.

These institutions shall not be asked or required to make'

grants of their funds, or to be responsible for administri-

tion. There is no wish or intention on the part of the court

or of these institutions to usurp or replace the proper role

of theSchodl Department or any of its employees; their sole

purpose is to benefit the public school children of the city.

The court has matched colleges and universities with

particular high schools, both community and citywide, and

with selected other schools and programs, in ways that fit

the capabilities and needs of the partners. Other colleges

and universities may be added as this Plan is implemented.

In addition, businesses have been explicitly paired and

associated with schools., The leadership of the Boston Trilat7
44.

eral task Force, composed of business and other concerned

institutions, has pledged itself to continue and enlarge this

kind of support in order to supplement. academic theory with

business practicability.

Labor organizitions have expressed a readiness to support

and assist in occupational, vocational, technical, and trade

50
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education, and planning for some programs has already begun:

The court will foster paired relationships in similar detail

at a later stage in the planning. A committee of the Balaton

Bar Association has assistedathe court in developing institu-
.

tional support and will continue to do so.

The Metropolitan Cultural Alliance, a membership organi-

zation of 110 cultural institutions, hatralso renewed its

commitment to continue its support and assistance to schools

in the Citywide District as well as in several Community

'School Districts4. The Alliance made a major contribution to

the implementation of the state plan in 1974-75 by working with

thousands of students and huoireds of teachers. Thii'work will

continue to expand and improve. Its major impact will be upon
- 4

Citywide magnet programs.

The pairings listed below shall enable participating

e, institutions of higher learning to share in the direction and

development of curriculum and instruction under courtsanctioned

contracts with the School Department. These contracts shall be

unique to each institution and its matching school. They'shall

set forth the scope of authority of the parties and the role to

be played by each in educational program planning, curriculum,

development, instruction, research, and the like. The city

4Details appear in Appendix D.



defendantfi. shall use their bests efforts to negotiate a contract

pertaining to each school listed below acceptable to both the

Boston School Committee and the contracting institution of

higher learning. Good faith discussions and negotiations are

already in progress between college` and, university representa-

tives and School Department persondel, in cooperation with an

Ad Hoc Committee of three attorneys appointed by the court on

April 15, 1975. Jurisdiction is reserved to enter additional

orders in this area should they become necessary.

Several of the colleges and universities are currently

conducting programs, some of long standing, in various schools.

The pairings listed below do not supplant programs either

already in operation or planned independently of this plan.

Also, some undertakings may overlap, e.g., a college may work

in a high school located in a district where a diffeient

college has general responsibility.' In order to promote under-

standing of the roles of paired educational and business

institutions, the Orientation and Application bdoklet shall

include language substantially as follows:

"To assist the school dephrtment in its efforts

to improve the quality of education in the Boston school
.0

system, many colleges, universities and businesses in

the greater Boston area are collaborating with individual

schools, most but not all at the high school level, in

162 52



designing and implementing new programs of instruction

and strengthening existing programs. Cooperation from

the business community began last year in the-form of a

Tri-Lateral Task Force whereby particular compAies were

paired with particular schools. Other businesses have

since volunteered to enter into "pairings" with schools,

and labor, organizations have also shown interest in

helping.

"Along similar lines, beginning in April 'of this
It

year colleges and universities have been paired with the .

schocgis listed below and collaborative efforts have

begun; toward making various planning and educational

resources of area colleges and universities available

the particular schools listed, in the hope of formulating j

and implementing magnet type educational programs of the

general descriptionindicated. The process of planning

and developing new educational programs is a complex

,,and7continuing one. It is impossible to predict what

V
programs now in the planning stage will have belen devel-

oped completely by. the fall of this year. How,7ver, a

great deal of effort is currently being expended in the

hope that new programs may be ready-for enrollment in the

fall of this year or later during the 1975-76 school year.

183
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Furthermore, magnet-type prograffis which were in existence

during the 1974-75 school year, which are also listed

below, will continue and in some instances will have been

expanded by the time schools open next fall."

There follows a list of the college and university pairings:

Participating Colleges and Universities

1. Boston College twill work with Community School District

3, West Roxbury, at ala. school levels from kindergarten through

Roslindale High. It will help plan programs for the, new South-

west 1 Citywide high school, somewhat along the lines developed

to date.5

2. Boston State College will work with Community School

District 5, Dorchester., at all levels including__.the two _high

schools, and with Boston High School, a Citywide magnet school.

3. Boston University will work with the Brighton -fission

Hill Community School District 1. In addition, it will support

and assist the Bilingual Hispanic programs located throughout
A

the city.

4. Brandeis Universit 11 work with the Citywide magnetrEnglish High School, which ill be bOth a comprehensive four

year high school and a specialty school for the arts.

5See George G. Collins, Educational Associates Inc.,
An Overview of the Educational Specifications for a Proposed

High School in West Roxbury.

54
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5. Bunker Hill Community College will worlyith the
, -_,

Charlestown school components of the Madison Park Commpnity

School District 8, giving special emphasis to the development

of a r ailing education program and other cooperative programs

et%between lestown High and the College.

6. Emerson College will work with the Citywide magnet

Copley Square High School

7. Emmanuel College will work with the Citywide magnet

William H. Ohrenberger School.

8. Iiarvard University will work with the staff and

students of Roxbury High School.

9. Lesley College will work with the Citywide magnet

Henftigan., Elementary School.

10: The Massachusetts College of Pharmacy will work with

the Citywide magnet Mackey Middle School.

11. Massachusetts Institute of Technology will work with

the cooperation of Wentworth Institute, to redesign East Boston

High School into the Citywide East Boston Technical High School

and with the Barnes Middle School, a new Citywide magnet middle

lf- _

school. Both schools will stress aspects of environmental

protection engineering and aviation maintenance technology.

12. Northeastern University will work with the Madison

Park Community School' Diitrict 7 at all levels.

1G5



13. n Regis College will work with the Citywide magnet

Boston Latin Academy,, formerly known as the Girls Latin School.

14. Si olle e will work with Jamaica Plain High

School.

15. Stonehill College will work with Hyde Park'High School.

16. Suffolk University will work to support and assist

the schools included within the Title I Model Subsystem. It

will also assist Citywide Boston Trade School.

17. Tufts University will work with the Citywide magnet

BOston Technical High School.

18. University of Massachusetts, Boston, will work with

Community School DistriCt 6, South Boston, at'all levels from

South Boston High to elementary schools. This support includes

help in developing the McCormack Middle School. Univ00.ty of

A

Massachusetts will also collaborate with Boston State'College

in Dorchester.

19. Wellesley College will work with Citywide magnet
La

Boston Latin School.

20. Wheelock College will work

magnet James Curley School.

with the Citywide

The Tri-Lateral Task Force, made up of business,leaders,

has been working with'the Boston School System since June of-

1974 to improve the quality of education. This represents 1

substantial commitment of t& talent, resources an

166
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of the Boston' business community the city's, high schools.

The pairing%of businesses with high schools, similar to the

pairing of institutions of higher learning, will establish a

degree of responsibility and identification resulting in a

genuine commitment to heightening the effectiveness of each

school.

Participating Business Organizations

The list of businesses which have agreed 'to assume a

responsibility for a specie school and the tentative pairing

with high schools is as follows:

1. Blue Cross Blue Shield

2. BostonEdison Company

3. Boston Gas Company --

4. Federal Reserve Bank -

05upational Resource Center

-- Boston Technical HighzSchool
* . ...

Jamaica Plain High School ---
.

._.;

- Boston Latin School

5. First National Bank of Boston -- Hyde Park High schol

6. Gillette Company Safety Razor Division -- South Boston
High School

7. Honeywell, Inc.--- Brighton High School

8. International Business Machines 24-,Boston Latin Academy,

9. John Hancock Insurance Company -- English High School

10. Ledgemont Laboratories -- Boston Technical High School

11. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company -- Charlestown High Sc ool

12. Massport Authority -- East Boston High School

13. National Shawmut Bank -- Copley High School

167
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14. New England Merchants Bank -- Roslindale High School

15. N. E. Mutual. Life'Insurance Company -- Jeremiah Burke
High School

16. New England Telephone Company -- Dorchester High School

17. Prudential Insurance Company -- Boston High School

18: State Street Bank -- Roxbury High School

19. The Stop and Shop Companies, Inc. -- Charlestown High School

20. Traveler's Insurance Company -- Jamaica Plain High School
.

168
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Citywide Schools and Programs

All Citywide schools except the English Language Center

and the examindtion schools, shall reserve 25 percent of

their seats for students residing in the Community District

' in which the school is located., There follows a listing

of the schools that comprise the Citywide School District,

together with the court's designation of the program of

instruction to be featured in each.' Program features were

developed on the basis of descriptions provided by the School

IYepartment combined with modifications introduced by the

court for the purpose of enhancing the desegregative power

4

( of the schools as magnets:

High Schools

1. Boston High School. Limit on capacity: 600.

This school features work/study, or cooperative education.

Its students must be eiployable, so that the close relation-
.

ships established with businesses and other employers may be

sustained. The academic program of the school will constitute

a comprehensive high school program commensurate with state

requirements. The work program entails paid emplOyment and

coordinated supervision. Hispanic bilingual instruction shall
'be provided.

2. Boston Business School. Limit on capacity: 500.

This is a 13th year school for business edudation stressing

skills preparatory for employment-in-business, office,

1 GO
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secretarial and related fields. This school shall be subject

to the same desegregation guidelin04ind listing in the

Orientation and Application Booklt as all other citywide

schools.

3. Boston'Lttin Academy. Limit on capacity: 1200.

This coeducationat1school features a 7th through 12th grade

college preps atory, classical program of instruction.

4. Bos on Latin School. Limit on capacity: 2100.

This coeducationIll school features a 7th through 12th grade

college preparatiOry, classical program of instruction.

5. Bostoni1 Technical High School. Limit on capacity:

1750. This, is a scientiOcally and mathematically oriented

technical school which prepares students for careers in

science, mathematics, engineering,

)Limit

industrial technology.

6. Boston Trade High School. Limit on capacity: 8000-

This school shall function as a general high school emphasiz-

acie';'11-as,well as Lrade and vocational education by

lose association with the Occupational Resource Center.

Where once this school had students in residence and was

smaller in capacity,-its basic plant is sound and shall be

improved for full non-residential utilization by September,

1975. (

7. Copley Square High School. timit on capacity: 500.

This school features alternative ways of motivating students

1 70
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to learn. Its program is comprehensive. It includes a solid

academic, College preparatory base mixed with a flexible

"Extern" program which enables students to work and study in

diverse settings throughout the city on an approved prOject

basis. This school is part of the Title I Model Subsystem

of Boston.

8. Projected East Boston-Technical High School. Limit

on capacity: '1350. This school, now East Boston High School,

will be redesigned academically to become the city's ,second

technical, science and engineering-oriented secondary school

as of September, 1976. It will stress instruction in environ-

mental protection and aviation-linked technology.

9. English High School. Limit on capacity: 2200.

This school features a comprehensive academic program combined

with elective specialties in the perfoiming and visual arts.

Self-expression through creativity and sensitivity is one of

its goals. A program for 180 Hispanic bilingual students is

included.

10. Projected Madison Park High School. Limit on capac-

ity: 3000. The programs of this schoti will be planned during'

t.
1975-76, and .the new facility will belgven for use in September,

1976.

11. Temporary MadisonPark High School. Limiton

capacity: 1500. This 9th through 12th grade school will

4

offer a diversity of alternative education programs in com-
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bination with a solid base of academic offerings, somewhat

in the manner of Copley Square High School. This school will

operate at 100 Arlington Street for only one year, 1975-76,

after which its students will be guaranteed seats, upon

application, at the new Madison Park High School.

'12. Projected Southwest I High School. Limit on capacity:

1200. The program features of this school will be planned

during 1975-76, and the new facility will be open for in

September, 1976.

Middle Schools

13. Projected New Barnes Middle School. Limit on capac--

ity: 1100. The program features of this school will be

planned during 1975-76, and'the new facility will be open

for use in September, 1976. The program will be coordinate

with the new programs to be planned for projected East Boston

Technical High School..

14. Martin Luther King Middle School. Limit on capacity:

1000. The programs of this school feature a strong emphasis

on instruction in the language arts and mathematics, including

computer applications. The school shall also containa

Hispanic birgual progratn*for 100 students and shall function

as a resource school for leadership in special education.

Horace
15. Mann Middle School. Limit on capacity: 250.

This schdol shall comprise the relocated Hennigan Middle
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School, which serves as the Title I Model SubsyStem Middle School

for Boston. Its program emphasizes highly individualized in-

struction, multicultural content, and an open, flexible approach

to,scheduling. The facilityShall be improved and made fit for

use. as a magnet middle school by September, 1975.

16. Charles E. Mackey Middle School. Limit on capacity:

550. This school features a strong program in all basic sub-

jects, with special opportunities for work experience and for

participation in art and music. Skills in the humanities and

in applied sciences will be emphasized.

Elementary Schools

17. James M. Curley Elementary School. Limit on capacity:

350. ThiS school features an experimental, ungraded program

divided into kindergarten, primary, and intermediate units. Skill

mastery in basic subjects is combined with an emphasis on a close-

knit, family style relationship between faculty and students.

18. Guild Elementary School. Limit on capacity: '390.

This school features a strong program in language arts within the

framework of a basic and traditional method of grouping and instruction.

19. Haley Elementary School. Limit on capacity: 300. This

school features a partially-ungraded approach to highly individual-

ized and small group instruction, but it is traditional,athe

than experimental in method and content.

20. Donald McKay Elementary School. Limit on capacity:

700. This school features reading and mathematics labora-

tories as well as special concern with instruction in general
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and applied science and the uses of the scientific method.

The curriculum style is traditional.

21. Rafael Hernandez ool.' Limit on

capacity: 200. This school features a distinctive experiment

in bilingual and multicultural education. It welcOmes stu-

dents who wish to learn Spanish as ell as English and want

to learn about Spanish culture. Lip to 130 Hispanic students

may enroll.

'22. Hannigan Elementary School. Limit on capacity:
A

1000. This is an open space, multicultural school that

features a library, a swimming pool, a fine gymnasium, and

division into five large learning areas. Children are grouped

by age and ability for instruction in basic skills and sub-

jects. The program includes Portugese. bilingual instruction

for 20 students.

23. Jackson-Mann Elementary School. Limit on capacity:

1000. This new facility houses a multicultural educational \I

program, including clusters for Hispanic bilingual instruc-

tion for 100 students, adjacent to a techniCally advanced

unit for the special education of children with speech and

hearing problems.

24. William H. Ohrenber e Limit on capacity: 750.

This is an-open education school situated on a twelve acre

area is called a pod and is

174
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made up of from four to six lrrning areas which are near a

large, common learning area. The program emphasizes the need

for each child to proceed at a pace consistent with his own

ability and learning style.

25. William Monroe Trotter Elementary School. Limit on

capacity: 606. This*school is the Title I Model Subsystem

Elementary School and features multi-graded classrooms in

which each child learns at his own pace and in his own style.

Using open classrooms and study pods, Trotter's faculty

encourages students to explore and select activities freely

within a flexible framework established by each teacher.

Special Schools
Wit

26. The English Language Center. Limit on capacity:

350. This center specializes in the teaching of EOlish as

a second language to students - -many of them new to the United

States--whose home language is not English.
401

Maps and Tables

The falowing map of the city shown the eight Community

School Districts and shows the locations of.the schools in

Citywide SthOol District 9. A table listing those achodis

which will be citywide in 1975-76 with their capacities and

bilingual clusters indicated, and seat totals at each grade

level,accompanies the map. A second table gives the citywide

racial and ethnic composition of enrolled students in 1974-75.
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TABLE 9.'
CI;;LE SCHOOL DISTRICT 9.

Limit On
School Capacity

1. Boston High School 600

'2. Boston Business School 500

3. Boston Latin Academy 1200

4. Boston Latin School 2100 .

5. Boston Technical High School 1750

6. Boston Trade High SchOol 800

7, Copley Square High School 500

8. English High School 2200

9. Temp. Madison Park High.,School 1500

10. Martin Luther King Middle 1000

11. Mackey Middle 550E

12. Horace Mann Middle 250

13. James M. Curley 350

14.. Guild 390

No.
Bilingual
Students

Hisp. 60

15. Haley 100

16. Donald McKay 700

17. Rafael BarnandeX 200

18. Hennigan 1000

19. Jackson-Mann 1000

Hisp. 180

Hisp. 100

Port, a 20

Hisp. 100

20. Ohrenberger 750

21. Trotter' 600

22. English Language Center 350

High School Total 11150
6r. 17 8 Middle School Total.-, 1800

ElementAy School Totals 5640
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CITYWIDE 1974-75 STUDENT ENROLLMENT'

Grade
Level White

No. Students'
Other

Black Minority Total W

60

B

29

OM

K1 + K2 6678 3274 1271 11223 11

1 - 5 16077 13184 4512 33773 48 39 13

6 - 8 8448 .6719 1939 17106 49 39 12

9 - 12 12210 7322 1838 21370 57 34 9

13 880 237 324 1441 61 16 23

E - 13 Total 44293 30736 9884 84913 52 36 12

7

. V
1. Data filed by School. Department Data Processing Center and

Educational Planning Center on April 10, 1975. Includes
any student enrolled anywhere in Boston public schools, but
residing in this District, - and attending one or more days
since September, 1974.

.1

1
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C. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Ongoing programs in occupational and vocational

education in the high scirolis shall serve desegregated

student bodies within the districts on the same bases as

011 other programs in the system. However, in order to

avoid hardship to students and, in some instances, their

families, students currently enrolled in vocational pro-

grams who would be in 11th, 12th or 13th grade in Sep-

tember 1975, may elect to continue in place and complete

their diplomas. Tenth grade students and any new 11th

and 12th grade students entering vocational programs in

Community District schools shall be residents of the

district and they shall be defined in all respects as

part of the general student body of each school. An

exception shall be the 10th grade of the cooperative-
/

industrial program in machine shop instruction offered

at East Boston High*School, which shall be open to students

residing in other districts and shall receive applications

for enrollment under the same guidelines and restrictions

41,
governing other citywide programs.
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Where occupational and vocational programs are
ti

ongoing in 1975-76, they shall be properly equipped,

housed, .and'staffed for effective instruction. Repre-

sentatives of the court will inspect these facilities

and review their staffing and operating plans not later

than August 1, 1975.

The city and state defe0dan s shall fulfill their

responsijoilities under state law to make occupational

and vocational education e equal in quality of programs

now extant elsewhdre throughout the state. In order to

accomplish this goal, the city and slate defendants shall

prepare a single, unified plan which shall be filed with

the court not later thp,eSeptember 8, 1975. The plan shall

include: (a) detailed program and facility plans for an

Occupational ResourC Center designed for citywide use;

(b) provision of access to desegregated occupational and

vocational education for every high school student in

the system; (c) provision for bilingual and special needs

instruction in selected portions of the overall program;

(d) plans to phase out outdated programs and to introduce

new, updated programs appropriate to changes in the state's

occupational mix.

18i
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D. GUIDELINES FOR ASSIGNING STUDENTS

Assignments shall be made by a staff unit designated

by the Superintendent, under the supervision of court

representatives.

Applications

The parentsNf each prospective student, or the

student If 18 or older, will be asked to indicate pref-

.

erences among school assignments. At the elementary

and middle school levels, parents should rank up to

three preferences from among, the citywide schools and

a community district assignment. Assignment to a Oom-

munity district school is guaranteed at the elementary.

and middle school levels, for any student who prefers

such an assignment orwho indicates no preference.

At the high school level, the parents or student should,

ranPthree preferences among the citywide high schools

and a community district assignment. The admission

process will attempt to honor these indicated preferences.

71
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Alsignments to Community District Schools

The basic unit for assignment shall be the geocode,,

i.e., except where specifically provided, all students,

shall be, assigned to community district schools on the

basis of the geocodes in which they reside. Geocodes

may be divided into as many as three parts, but only

,where-such .aivision aids in achieving the assignment

goals. qach community district school shall have assigned

to it geocodes that lie within the district, so that each

school's racial and ethn c composition gener ly reflects

the percentages of whit black and other min rity stu-

dents, kindergarten through grade 13, who reside in the

district. Assignments of geocodes to schools should

avoid, wherever feasible, dividing neighborhoods that

are ethnically integrated, and should attempt tptdmthimize

the transportation of students.

Where necessary in order to fit students assignedSby

geocode units to seat capacities, to make allowance for

geographical obstacles and transportation. routes and Co

minimize mandatory busing, the composition of schools

within a district may vary within ranges to be determined

by computing the white, black and-other minority shares

72
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of the District's student population and multiplying

the resultant percentages by 25 percent. For example,

white students residing in Brighton-Mission Hill

District 1 make up VP-percent of the District's school

population. Under this guideline the extent of per-
.

missible variation is determined by multiplying 44 by 25%;

the extent of pe issible variation thus is 11 percentage

points. While the desired norm shall be 44'percent, the

percent white students inhistrict 1 community schools

may, whexx_pecessary, range between 33 and 55 percent.

The, tolerances provided here, .based on the size of each

group, assure protection against disproportionate isola-

tiontion for the smaller groups within each district; e

providing the latitude to minimize mandatory busing anti

ease the matching of geocodes to school capacities,

consistent with desegregation.

Exceptions to these variation limitsIshall be per-
t

ri

mitted where necessary to allow appropriate bilingual

assignments or to allow stunts,in,,AnY racial or ethnic

group to be assigned to a particular school in groups

or
of at least twenty. As a result, some schools may have no

other-minority students in attendance.

73,
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Certain students will be assigned without' the use

of geocodes. Students in need of bilingual education

or special education will be assigned individually to

appropriate programs within the district of residence.

LI

High school students entering their year of graduation

in'the Tall of 19-75 and students wishing to continue

participation in a vocational pi.ogram will, if they

request, be assigned to the school attended in the pre-

vious year, even if that schoo14ies outside the appli-

.cant's district of residence.
6

Admissions and Assignments to Citywide Schools

Admission and assignment of students to citywide

schools shall be on an individual basis, not by geocode.

They shall grant student preferences to the extent possible

while at the same time achieving a racially desegr( gated

student body, providing seats for high school students

from districts with overcrowded community district high

schools and assuring that the compositions of community

district schools remain within the ranges set for those

schools. Admissions and assignments shall be made under

the supervision of representatives of the court, and will

be reviewed by the court.

6

For the assignment. of kindergarten students,

see ante, p. 4.
74
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Admissions and assignments shall be carried out

.so
4
as to achieve racial aleethnic,compositions at city-

wide schools closely reflecting the racial and ethnic

composition of the school system as a whole. The white

and combined black and other minority percen ges at

each citywide school shall be within five percentage

points of the systemwide percentages (projected as 51% .

and 49% respectively for 1975-76), thus allowing a range

of ten percentage points (56% to 46% white and 54% to 44%

combined black and other minority for 1975-76). Other
;

minority studilts may make up as much as but no more than

30%-of admissions, and no minimum percentage will be re-

wired, but where pbssible black and other minority students

Mill be admitted to each citywide school in proportion to

the systemwide black and other minority percentages (37%

black and 12% other minority for. 1975-76).

These admission guide lines for citywide schools are

subject to three. exceptions: (a), Students entering their

year of ,graduation in the fall of 1975 shall be assigned

to the school attended in the previous year, if they elect

that school as their first preference. (b) The Hernandez
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school, which contains a citywide Spanish-English

bilingual program, inay enroll .a student body up to 65%
I

Hispanic. Non-Hispanic other Minority students will be

eligible ong with white and black students, within

the maining 35% of school capacity. (c) The examina-

tion schools are subject to independent desegregation

requirements for the 1975-76 school year.

Citywide assignments shall be made in a manner that

avoids carrying Any, community district school's composi-

tion beyond the variation limits for white and black

. students set in the section gOVerning community district

school assignments.

If a citywide school is oversubscribed, applicadts

shall be admitted.in the folVwing order of priority:

applicants residing in the community district where tie

citywide school is located, up to 25% of the school's

capacity; applicants who attended the schoOl in the pre-

,'

ceding year; high school students whose community district

school is, or during the assignmneprocess, remains

oversubscribed; all other applicants..

76
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Applicants shall be selected, from among students

.in the same category of priority, on the basl.s.of the

pieference rankings entered on their enrollment applica-

tions for the particular citywide school (e.g., a first

preference for a particular school will outrank a second

preference for the same school); further admission selections

shall be made at random, except to the extent necessary to

prevent overcrowding at the community district schools or

departure in community district schools from the variation

limits.for'white and black students set in the section

:7;

governing community district school assignments.

If high school students doakot.elect to attend city-

wide high schools in numbers sufficient to prevent over-

crowding
-

crowding at community district high schools, high school

students shall be assigned td citywide high schools t

the extent necessary to prevent overcrowding at community

district high schools, using the following method: from

each racial or ethnic group of applicants for admission

to an oversubscribed community district high school,

students shall be selected at random for admission to

the Community district high school until the school:is
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filled to the capacity set in this plan in accordance

with the racial and ethnic percentages and permissible

variation limits for that community district. Students

not adMitted to the community district high school to

which they applied shall be assigned to citywide high

schools, honoring preferences entered on enrollment

applications where possible and in all other cases placing

the student at the citywide high school opening nearest

to his residence itx keeping with the guidelines applicable

to citywide schools generally;

A master list of all prospective enrollees shall

provide the basic resource for implementing the assign-

ment procedure. The list shall be developed by 'the School

Department alphabetical list of stuftents filed April 10,

1975 by the school committee, as revised by the addition
0

ofand supplemented by geocode designations and the

reconciliation of data on the list Ah'data obtained

from the enrollment application forMs.
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c.%

Transfers

A student may transfer from one school to another

with a suitable opening only when the transfer, whether

intradistrict or interdistrict, would diminish racial.

imbalance,-i.e., move the racial composition of the more

racially imbalanced of the two schools closer to the

systemwide racial composition. Transfers may also be

made to provide students with appropriate bilingual or

special education services and for purposes and under

conditions authorized by the court in orders entered in ,

these proceedings during the fall of 1974.

Q.
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E. TRANSPORTATION

MN.

Students are assigned to schools on the basis of

community districts on the one hand 'Ad citywide magnet

schools on the other. Within any Community District,

the average distance from home to school will not exceed

2.5 miles, and the longest possible trip will be shorter

than 5 miles. Bus travel times will average between 10

and 15 minutes each way, and the longest trip will be

less than 25 minutes. Students bused at one school level

such as 1 through 5, will be assigned to walk-in schools

at the next level such as 6-8, wherever possible.

The court finds that an adequate remedy in this case

must involve Mandatory transportation of students. 20 U.S.C.

§ 1755. Mandatory transportation by chartered bus refers

to the service that the School Department shall provide

for students assigned to elementary schools which are more

'than 1 mile from home; for middle school students who live

more than 1 1/2 miles; and for students assigned to high

schools who live more'than 2 miles from the school. The

reason for mandatory transportation may be distance, safety

or controlled transfer,, or'a ca;t1nation of these. For
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high school. students assigned to schools within ready

,reach of mass transit, the School Department may fulfill

its obligation by providing for free use of buses and

/1 subways. Mandatory bus transportation will be required

for approximately 21,000 students, as follows:

Grades
Total

Students
To Be
Bused

1 - 5 33,773 12,000

6 - 8 17,106 5,000

9 - 12 21,370 4,0.00

72,i49 21,000

Because of the use of district boundaries, between one-t ird,

and one-half of ,students bused mandatorily will travel

shorter distances than students totaling approximately

1,7,000 who are bused mandatorily under -the state plan

currently in effect.

Assignment of every student to the school closest or

next closest to his residence, considering only school

capacity, natural physical barriers or both, along with

grade level and the type of education provided, cannot

achieve substantial desegregation in Boston due to the

geography of the city and racial and ethnic distribution

4
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in the city. 26.U.S.C. § 1713 (a) (b), § 1714. Revision

of attendance zones and grade structures, construction
4

of new schools and the closing of old schools, a con-

trolled transfer policy with limited exceptions and the

creation Of magnet sbhools have been used in theformu-

lation of the plan here adopted in order to Ninimiz

mandatory transportation. 20 U.S.C. § 1713. The court

finds, however, that some transportation of students to

schools other than those next closest to their residences

is required to remedy adequately the denial of plaintiffs'

constitutional rights and to eliminate the vestiges of a

dual school system in Boston. 20 U.S.C. § 1702(b),

§ 1714(a). The court has required no transportation,

however, that would pose a risk to the health of students

or impinge on the educational process for those students

due to excessive time or distance travelled. 20 U.S.C.

§ 1714(b).

The

plan and

School. Department shall prepare a transportation

file it on or befbre July 7, 1975 for review by

and approval of the court. After notice the court will
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hear the parties on the question whether a consults

in modern transportation engineering should be appointed

toassist and supervise preparation of a transportation

plan providing the safest, shortedt and cheapest ,routes

and stops for every District,,

F. COST CONSIDERATIONS

The plan will require the use of approximately 420

buses,if planned transportation routes develop like those

used in 1974-75. Jlin these assumptions the busing costs,

computed at $10,0 per bus per day, would total approximately

$7.6 million per year. Mire precise route and stop planning

might reduce this by $1 million per year. Virtually all

of the costs of mandated transportation under this plan are

. fundable by the State Board of Education. Such costs will

amount to less than 7 percent of the school committee's

annual budget, and in this respect are well within the

national average school district outlays for transportation.

The plan allows completioh of those projected and

ongoing school facility construction projects which are

noted in the section on school closings and in the sections

containing planning specifications. Proposals for other

*433
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facility, replacements shall be filed by the Public

Facilities Department or the School-Committee for court

review, and will be approved where they are necessary

for health and safety reasons or for desegregation.

The plan orders that 13 schools which are open this

year and 11 now,unused be closed permanently.- Savings
0

in fuel and maintenance expenditures will be realized'

from these closings, Efficient utilization of space-

will be possible in an. estimated 70, elementary schools

which are now fully heated and maintained, but under-

enrolled.

The plan hag-as a goal voluntary desegregation

through the Citywide District schools and the application
ti

process for' registering program)preferenced. Roughly

one- fourth of all students may 1e located in schools by

parental option. This may eltble safety and enforcement

expenditures to be reduced from those incurred du;ing

19.74-75.
\

The plan requires new expenditures for a Citywide

Education Council, Community Diktrict Advisoiy Councils,

District office staff and-equipment,. and for increased

84
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numbers of school administrators. Staffing can be

achieved from within the existing complement-of personnel,

and through normal methods of replacing resigning and
7

retiring personnel. Staff development costs for the

plan will include outlays for minority recruitment and

hiring previously ordered, and staff training in human

relations and for new assignments in,changing programs.

By obtaining institutional support thr

pairings,'sallings'in support and assis

realized and new external revenues,,ge

stitutions may serve as fiscal agents o

chooL

y be

ese

== a =rch,. teacher

training, curriculum, and program development grants and

contracts.

The treatment in the plan of special needs students

conforia*ith,state law-an&enables the Boston public

schools to qualify for federal and state aid for special
.454w

education.

With the imple entation of the plan, the Boston public

school system may a ract more funding from publiasources 44

. and from increased numbers of private sources.
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G. CITIZEN PARTICIPATION, MONITORING AND REPORTING

Membership

A Citywide Coordinating Council. (CCC) will be,estab-

lished having app ximately 40 members appointed by the

court. The membership will include members of the white,

black, Hispanic and, Asian ethnic groups, parents'from

Citywide Coordinati Council

1 sections of the city and persons from'educational,

business, labor, civic, religious and community organiza-

tions. Two members of the Citywide Parents' Advisory

Council (CPAC) will bp members *of the CCC, as will two

students to be selected from'Racial- Ethnic Student Councils.

Most, bait not all,.-Ccq members will. be residents of Boston;

all will be persons deeply concerned with the welfare of

the city and its school .system: Diversity of views re-

garding school desegregation will be sought consistent

with willingness to support the resionsibilities of the

council. Members of the CCC will be/appointed to serve'

through "June of 1976. The court will apKint an interim

CCC chairperson and subcommittee chairpersons for a period

of.60 days, during which time the CCC shall hold elections

for these positions.

.
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Purposes \

The CCC"will foster public awareness of and involve--

ment in the,process of implementation of the court's

desegregatiod orders. It will.be the primary.body monitor-

ing impl entatiad on behalf of the court. It will in

this c nnction file monthly reports with the parties and

the court covering its activities. It will attempt to

avoid the difficulties caused by lack of preparation and

community education associated with the statelplan currently

in effect. It will work to develop the cooperatiVe efforts

of universities and colleges, cultural institutions and

business and labor organizations with the Boston schools.

The. CCC wiA attempt to identify and resolve' problems by

mediation and c nciliation. In its actions, it will act

with awareness f the needs of non-English speaking groups

and communities in the city_ It may bring unresolved

problems to the attention of,the partieS, the-court or

other appropriate persons. It may communicate and pub-
k

licize its viewsand recommendations to the public, the

parties and the court. The CCC will not co- manage or

make policy for the Boston schools. .Neither will it

assume the responsibility ofthe Boston school committee

and superintendent and other defendants to carry out t

court 's 'orders. 198
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Organization

Separate subcommittees of the CCC will deal with

each of the-following areas:

(1) Public information- -the provision of accurate
er --

and adequape information concerning all aspects of the

desegregation plan and process.

40 (2) Monitoring -- assuring compliance by all-parties

with the court's desegregation orders and monitoring of

7
other aspects of the desegregation process through the

administration an4 extension of the present monitoring .

program established by the Commuriity Relations Service'.

(3) Community Liaison--exchange of information and

,assistance between the CCC and business, civic, neighbor-

hood, religious and academic groups and agencies; co-

ordination of efforts and stimulation of new efforts from

these groups when and where needed.
C

- (4) District Council Liaison--development of a plan

for formation and operation of Community 129trict Advisory

)0' Councils; liaison with lodal councils *ten established.

7

Such aspects, which may not be covered by specific
court order, may include school-comMittee policies, ad-
ministration and staffing, ctirriculum and instruction,
discipline, transfer rocedures, polide-sbhool relations,
budgeting and allocati of resources and teachet and
student human relation training.
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(5) Education Programs--support of efforts to

improve quality education; addressing problems in the

desegregated provision and accessibility of various

programs, including bilingual, special needs, magnet

school and vocational programs; liaison with universities,

colleges, cultural, business and labor uoups involved

in mutual assistance arrangements with the school committee

and department.

(6) '.Public Safety and Transportation- 'monitoring

of ehe'development and implementation-of safety and'

security procedures and of human relations, programs and

other training in connection with desegregation.

(7) An executive committee omposed of the CCC
ift

chairperson, the subcommittee chgdrpersots a one member

of the Citywide Parents' Advisory Council will conduct

CCC business between meetings of the full council, receive

stbcoMmittee reports and...recommendations and authorize

and approve subcommittee activities. It will formulate

bylaws and establish quorums and other procedtral rules
--1

for the CCC and the subcommittees. The bylaws may provide
(

for codhairpbrsons or vicechairpersons of the CCC and its

subcommittees and for their immediate election, it which

89 .
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event they shall assume office immediately and share

responsibility with the interim chairpersons alipointed

by the court to serve for 60 days. A member of the Com-

munity RelationsiService of the Department of Justice

shall be permitted to attend and participate in meetings of .

N\ the executive committee in a non-voting capacity.

The Boston school committee And superintendent shall

meet with the executive committee of the CCC at least

once each month in open session to discuss progress in

implementation of the plan and resolution of problems

identified by the CCC. The school committee shall provide

the CCC with'copies of agendas and minutes of all school'

committee meetings.

Meetings

The CCC will meet at least once each month and the

subcommittees at least twice each month. The agenda for

CCC meetings shall be prepared and p4iblicized in advance.

The, CCC will ace in open session and any written reports

to the court will be public. The Community Relations

Service of the Department of*Justibe will provide technical

assistance to the CCC and a member of the ServiCe shall be

permitted to attend and participate in meetings of the cm

And its subcommittees in a non-voting capacity.
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Powers and Authority

. The CCCwill be the monitoring body for thg.court.

The CCC shall have the power lo discharge its responsi-

bilities adequately, including the authority to hold

public meetings, conduct hearings, make written reports

and make inspections of school facilities. The parties

shall cooperate fully with the CCC and provide its members

with reasonable- access to information required for its

work. The CCC may submit recommendations and reports to

the court and shall file monthly reports with the court

beginning July 1, 197.

The CCC shall have staff assistance including a

staff director and necessary secretarial and clerical .

personnel, all of whom it will select, appoint and fix

compensation for,subject to court approval. It will

have permanent office space not assoLiated with any

party or the court. Salaries and other expenses of the

CCC, including expenses of the monitoring program which

blve been approved by the court, shall be paid by the

city defendants.
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Community District Advisory'Councils

A community district advisory council will be estab-

lished in each district, including citywide school district'

9; no later than one month. after the opening of school

in the fall of 1975. (The citywide district's advisory

council is included in all references to community district

advisory councils.) Each district council shall include

10 parent representatives who shall be elected at a

meeting of the Racial-Ethnic Parents' Councils of all

the schools in that district from among their members;

two student members will be elected by.the Racial-Ethnic

Student council, members of the district's schools fiom
'8

their membership. A district council may contain no more

7 than 20 members including representatives df teachers

Police, school department administration, business, Wit-

versity, labor or community groups. TheCCC will nominate

such representatives :`as reflect the compodition of the

school population and needs of%the district for appointment

8
Schools where in the fall of 1975 the criteria kor

establishbent of Racial-Ethnic Parent and Student Councils
are not get may elect representatives to vote with Racial-
Ethnic Council members in selecting cstrict council members.

40.
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by the court to complete each district council. Each

district council will develop as soon as possible,

%

preferably within two weeks'of its establishment, by-

laws concerning quorums and meeting prpcedures.District

council members, shall elect a chairperson from its member-

ship to preside at council meetings, which shall be held

at least once each month.., Meetings may be held in the

office established for each district by the-school depart-

ment. There shall be a secretary located in that office

who will work for the council. Vacancies in elected

membership will be filled dy elected alternates; vacancies

in appointed positions will be filled by the court from

nominations.of the district council endorsed by the CCC.

The district councils will act as an advisory group to

district school department personnel and will monitor

iinplementation of the plan on thee district level. Reports

of CCC monitoring will be sent to the appropriate district

council. Unresolved matters may be brought by district

councils'to the CCC, which will supply assistance and

supervision to the district councils., Reas le access

o information shall be given to district councils by

the parties.
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Racial-Ethnic Parent Councils

The establishment and operatiOn of Racial-Ethnic

Parent Councils (RPCs) in each school, as set out in

the court's order of October) 4, 1974 and amendments

thereto,shall continue. Additional schools Which in

_J, 1975 meet the criteria for establishment of RPCs shall

elect,RPCs. The RPCs will continue to provide mechanisms

for concerned parents to address racial problems in their

t

children s schools. Their role will be expanded to in-

cludeelecting. parent representatives and alternates to

thq community district advisory councils.

The Citywide Parents' Advisory Council (CPAC) sim-

ilarly will continue to provide support and communioation

to the local RPCs. It will be increased in size according

to the'nuMber of districts established by the court's plan,

so as to continue to be composed 'of two members from each

district, and will also contain two Hispanic and two

Asian-American parent representatives to be elected by

citywide caucuses of parents and guardians of Hispanic'

and Asian-American students. The CPA will electktwo of
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its members to the CCC, one of whom will serve on its

executive committee, and the CPAC will work especially

closely with the community liaison subcommittee of the

CCC.. The CPAC will, remain the body exclusively composed

of parents concerned with resolution of racial problems

within the schools.

Reports,

Appropriate school personnel shall participate with

Community District Advisory ouncils and with school

Racial-Ethnic Parent Councils in developing during the

course of the school year an annual report of progress

covering that school. The Superintendent shall file with

the court on or before February 1, 1976 a report stating

the procedures instituted, responsibilities delegated

and fonhs' devised for the purpose of compiling information

to be contained in the annual repotts. These individual

school reports shall be analyzed and consolidated by the

District Superinterident in each community school district

and,in the citywide schdol 'district, with the assistance

and participation of'the Community District Advisory

,,Council The Superintendent shall file with the court

6*
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annually-on or before July 15 a report covering the entire

system for the-revious school year. Copies shall also

be sent to the CbC and shall-be available to .the parties

and to interested citizens.

The report shall contain racial and ethnic data and

.other information on each school, each district, and

systemwide covering:

1. The number And pfrcentage of students In each racial

or ethnic category 1337 grade in each school, and by

grade 1/evel in each 'district and systemwide.'

2. The number and percentage of faculty in each rAcial

-or ethnic category by gride (or subjecttauglit) in

each school, and by grade level incach district

and systemidde.

3. The number and percentage, in each racial ovethflid

category, of other staff within each job classifica-

tion,'including transitional aides, bus monitors,

attendance supervisors and custodial staff, at each

school, in each district,.and in the system as a

whole.

.4
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4. The length of experienCe of faculty and numbers of

faculty with permanent or provisional status at

each school, and by grade.level in-each district

and in the system -as a whole. '

5. The number and percentage, in each racial or ethnic

category, of administrators within each job classi-

fication, at each school,lin each district, and in
S.

the systm as a,whole.

6. The number of students suspended, and the length of

;their suspensions, and the number expelled, in each

racial or,ethnic category, by month of suspenion

or expulsion.

7. In each racial or ethnic category, by number of days

absent (reasonably classified), the number of absentee
',-

students, and the percentage of all students, in that

racial or-ethnic category that this number constitutes,

at each scho?, and by grade level for each district

and systemwide.

8. Student achievement information, ets., results of

reading tests, showing the number and percentage of

students within each racial or ethnic category for

each school and, by grade level, for each district

and systemwide.
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9. The number and percentage, in each racial or ethnid

category, of student transfers requested and,of

transfers granted, by ground for transfer, e.g.,

desegregative, medical necessity, etc.

10. The number and percentage of students, in each

racial or ethnic category, enrolled in special pro-;

grams including bilingual edudation, vocational

programs, special education (showing the number and

percentage taught in separate class rooms and the

number and percentage otherwise taught), advanced

work classes and others, at each school arid, by

grade level, in each district and systemwide.

11. The adequacy of facilities, the conversion or

repairs made on facilities.

12. Plans for new schools or additions or expailsions of

existing facilities with proj'ected enrollment data

14 race or ethnicity and a statement of how such

plans will affect desegregation.

13. Plans for improvements in school facilities, staff,

supplies and programs.
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14. Staff training and human relations training pro-

vided to staff and students, with details as to

numbers of participants, nature and length of

programs.

15. The number and percentage of students manditorily

transported to school, by grade and by race or

ethnicity, the minimum and maximum distances

travelled and minimum and maximum times of trip,

the average distance and time travelled, for each

school and district and systemwide totals for

elementary, middle and high schools.

16. Citizen participation and involvement, including

summaries of activities of Racial-Ethnic *Councils,

Community District Advisory Councils and Citywide

Coordinating Council; use by community of school

facilities.

17. Particular programs involving colleges and univer-

sities, business and labor groups and cultural

4

institutions and types cif programs conducted,and

numbers and percentages of students participating,

by grade and race or ethnicity.

1 99 r-
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18. Budgets for areasof major expenditures during

school. year just ended and scho ear about to

begin.

The report may, also include other information which the

Superintendent believes would be helpful or informative."

H. TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION
N,

The defendants, their officers, agents, servants,

employdes and attorneys shall tak*all actions necessary

to 4ompltsh the steps set out below on or before the

dates, listed; where filings with the court are ordered,

copies shad be served on the parties and the court-

-appointed experts.

May 19 File print-ready copy of the Orientation and

Application Booklet for parents and students.

May 20 Hold seminars on the plan for principals,

guidance counselors and others.

May 27 Mail approved booklet to parents and guardians

and students, stating a deadline for returning

applications of June 6, 1975. 7"
May 30-31 Hold explanatory and orientation sessions for

parents, students and teachers in every District.
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-June 6-19. Review applications and prepare, student

June 20

'assignments.

File proposed assignments, einrollment totals

and racial compositions. of each school.

June 25 Mail approved notices of assignment to parents,

guArdians and students.

June 25 -27 Plan student and parent orientation meetings

to be conducted toward end of summer.

June. 30 'Complete faculty and staff assignments.'

File transportation plann.

July 14 Notify parent's, guardians and students of

transportation provisions.

July 15 File report on job descriptions, hiring

procedures and orientation and training plans

for bus monitors,, transitional aides and other

staff; and report on development of contractual

arrangements with colleges and universities.

4July 30 Fi'le safety and police utilization plans which

sholl be drafted as soon as possible.in

consultation with other governmental agencies;

report on facilities preparations; and report
r--,

on planning and arranging .a two-week period
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of staff planning for operation of, this desegre-

gation plan ,which shall be-the-ten week days

immediately prior to the opening of the'schools

in the fall of 1975.

The city defendants may, on 9F before lay 19, 1975

I =

propose alternate dates for the steps listecrabove and

propose additional steps they believe:to be.vssential,

with suggested deadlines.'

The school department shall develop and-file, on or

before May 23, 1975, a detailed plan'f' activities,

responsibilities, and internal schedu4 for the implementa-

tion of the plan ordered by the court in the available time

period, similar to that filed as section VII of the plan

filed by the school committee on January 27, 1975.

Ia
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I. FURTHER REMEDIAL ORDERS

The Boston School Committee, the Superintendent,

0
the Public Facilities Department, the Mayor, the State 7

Boird of Education, all their members, officers, com-

missioners, 'agentsoservants, employees and attorneys,

and all other parties and persons in active concert or

participation with them who receive actual-notice of

these orders by personal service.or otherwise, are

hereby ORDERED to implement the student desegregation

plan hereby established and, to comply with all 'its

Rrovisions in accordance with the timetable for imple-

mentation stated in the previous section.

The orders containea in('the student desegregation

plan herein established and in. this section shall be

binding upon the Boston School Committee, the Sdiaerin-

f-

tendent, the Public Facilities Department,- the Mayor,

the State

officers,

Board of Education, all their members,

commissioners, agents, servants, employees

and attorneys, and all other parties and persone in

active concert orparticipation with theM who receive

actual notice Ofthese'orders by personal service or

otherwise.
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They, interlocutory order entered in these proceedings

on June'21, 1974 i4luded in Appendix A to the' cburt's

opinion' an that date is hereby made final.

All previous orders of the court included in these

. prkeedings which are not inconsistent with specific

provisions of the student desegregation plan hereby

established shall remain in full force and effect unless

modified by the court upon application of a party.

J. RETENTION OF JURISDICTION'

The-following areas, as to which the parties haVe

made separate filings; shall be among the subjects for

further hearings and orders in these proceedings and

°N.

are among the matters not finally disposed of by the

student desegregation plan and various remedial orders:

desegregation in promotion and hiring of administrators;.,

desegregation of othey school department'personnel,.e.g.,

attendance supervisors; student discipline; assignment

of faculty; advanced work classes; and establishment of

,a Citywide Student Racial-Ethnic Council.

The court retains jurisdiction generally.

Unite State
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APPENDIX A

Answers of John J. Kerrigan filed'
December 27, 1974 to Questions Propounded
by the Court Order dated Dece*er 23, 1974

Q 1. What affirmative steps, if any, will you take.'

Ito promote'the peaceful implementation of the state court

plan currently in effect?

A. r will continue to obey lawful ordets of the

Court, but I will take no initiative or affirmative action

to advocate or supplement this plan which in conscience

and principle I oppose based on my belief that the plat

increases racial hatred in Boston, endaAgers the safety

of school children in Boston and leads to white flight

from Boston: to the suburbs, where One can live free of

forced- bussing.

Q 2. Will you vote to take the steps necessary to

implemept a, citywide desdgregation plan, as outlined in

the, eleven timetables included in ejection VII of, the plan

submitted December 16, 1974,-such as approval f'contracts.

for transportation of students and for changes in and

repairs of facilities?

V
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A. If and when a citywide desegregation plan-is

enacted by the Court, I will

by the Court with respect to

initia40

1

t vd or affirmative action to advocate or supplement

such a lan unless it reduces racial hatred in Boston,

provides adequate safety for the school children in

Bostan'and reduces the white flight from Boston to the

obey lawful orders issued

the plan but I will take no

suburbs. _

Q 3. Will you obey and carry out future orders of

the court concerning implementation of a citywide student

and faculty desegregation plan, such orders as are now

being formulated or may in the futuree be approved by the

court?

A. I will obey and carry out lawful orders of the

Court as may in\thefuture be formulated'but I will take

no initiative or affirmative action to advocate or.supPle-

meqt any such plan unless in my belief it reduces racial

hatred Boston, provides' adequate safety for the school

children in Boston and reduces'white flight from Boston

to the suburbs.

A-2
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Q 4. To what extent, if at all, has your commitment

made in the letter of November 11, 1974 from Secretary

Winter of the School Committee to the Depytment of Health,

Education'and Welfare that

"The Boston public schools presently are, and.
Will continue to be, in full compliance with
these orders of the Federal Court for the
desegregation of the Boston public schools. ,'
The Boston public, schools will comply with
all future modifications of the order.'

been changed or abandoned?

A. 'The-letter'of November 11, 1974 recites my inten-

tion to obey all lawful-orders of the Court. -I have not

changed that intention, but ,I will take no initiative or

affirmative action to advocate or supplement a plan w ?ich

in 'tonscience and principle I oppose based on my belief
a-

that the plan increases racial hatred in ,Boston, endangers

.the safety of school children in Noston and leads to white /"-,

flight from Boston to the suburbs where one c n'live free

from forced bussing.

Q 5. In view of the decision and opinion oche

Court,of Appeals dated December 19, have you changed your

position regarding approval of the December 16 desegrega-

tiOn plan and, if so, in what way?

A. No.

A73
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APPENDIX B

PARTIAL JUDGMENT AND INTERLOCUTORY ORDER

This action came on for trial before the court, and

the issues having been duly tried and a decision having

been duly rendered, as set forth in an opinion. filed

herewith, that the rights of the pla, ntiff class of.

black students and parents under the Fourteenth Amendment

to the Constitution of the United. States have seen and

are being violated by the defendants in their management

and operation of the PubliC schools.of the City of Boston,

Partial Judgment

It is Ordered and Adjudgedlhat the defendants John

J. Kerrigan, chairman, Paul Ellison, Jahn J. McDonough,

Kathleen Sullivan and Paul R. Tierney, who are the members

of the Boston School Committee, and William J. Leary,

)

Superi tendent of Schools of the City of Boston, their

offIcer , agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and all

other persons in active concert or participation with them

who receive actual notice of this judgment and order, be

B-1 \ -
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permanently enjoined from discriminating upon the basis

of race in the operation of the public schools of the

City of Boston andipfrom Rromoting or maintaining

racial segregation in any school or other facility in the

Boston school system; and said defendants are further

Ordered ,to begin forthwith the formulation and implementa-

tion ofcplans which shall' eliminate every form of racial

segregation in the public schools of Boston; including all

consequences and vestiges of segregation previously prac.:

ticed by the defendants.
)

Interlocutory Order

It is further Ordered that, pending further order or

unless specific leave of this court is obtained, said

defendants be pre iminarily enjoined from: I

(a) failing t comply in any respect with the Racial

Imbalance Act plan ordered.by the Supreme Judicial Coutt

of Massachusetts to be implemented on or before the opening

day.o.g,school in September; 1974;

(b) beginning the construction of any new school or

expaniion or the placement of any new portable;

B-2
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(c) granting transfers of white teacheis from schools

with majority black enrollments Or black teachers from

schools with majority white enrollments;

(d) granting transfers under exceptions to the con-
4

trolled transfer policy.
,

B-3
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APPENDIX

Suffolk University Office of the President
Beacon Hill
Boston, Mass. 02114
(617) 723-4700

March 19, 1975

Honorable JiCob J. Spiegel
Presiding Officer of the Panel of Masters
Room 1412, John W. McCOrmabk Building '

Post Office Square
Boston, Massachubetts r

Dear Judge Spiegel:.

We at Suffolk University join with the other institutions of-higher
education of the Boston area who have indicated their desire to be
helpful in extending vigorous cooperation to assist theBoston Public
Schools to'improve the quality of the Public School System.

We request immediate opportunities to explore with the Masters and
their advl.sors guidelines for developing constructive efforts and
contractual relationships that engage the piofeseional competences of
our institutions within the current limits of our present capacities:

As a first step to the earnest effort that each of us wants to make,
we need more information and knowledge about ways and means to make
effective contributions to improving the quality of the Boston School
System. We are eager to indicate at the outset that OUT institutions
do not desire to enter into the governing structure of the Boston School
"System. We are also aware of the wide variationsin the capacities
of our institutions and expect that these variations will be reflected
in the contracts that may be drawn:

Sincerely yours,

Thomas A. Fulham
President

TAFemcs
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APPENDIX D

Examples of Magnet Integra4on Programs,by Metropolitan Cultural Alliance

PROGRAM diJLTURAL INStIMiTIOW SCHOOLS

Museum of Fine Arts Michelangelo 65 6th- graders
F.V. Thompson

Students visit a recreated early American community in New England,
then iearii early American crafts; incltiding portrait painting, quilt
`making, silver making, etc. Gallery tours and craft sessions at'
the mlTum directly linked to American History classes.

American
Craft's -

S ary:

STUDENTS' LENGTH

. 6 days

American LMuseun of Fine Arts
Experietice 'Concert Dance, Co.

Museum of Trans-
portation

Pock& Mime Theatre
Stage One
Theatre Workshop Boston

English High 40 10-12th graders 6 days
Burlington High 10 " " It

Randolph High 10 " "

Waltham High 10 " "

Watertown High 10 " "

t t

t t

U

Summary: Working together in groups of 20, students investigate the lives of
everyday Bostonians, 1890-1914, using the'resources of two museums
and the skills of members of four performing-companies:. Topics for
detailed study incltide transportation,'aesthetics, food and eating,
music, family life, work.

Dr. Opera Associate Artists Charles E. 60 8th-graders'
, Opera Co; Mackey Middle *.

Summary:

Mini
Workshops

Summary:

6 aftej
noons

Following attendance at an open rehearsal of Associate Aitists Opera
Company and an in-school performance by members of that company,
s'tudentslmeet kind work withingers, directors and set designers.

Children's Museum Agassiz School 34 5th graders 12 after
Central Elem. 30 " 11 noons

Sch, Stoneham

Using the resources of The.Children's Museum, students work in one of
four in -depth workshops: Living Things, Japanese Children Today, Book-
making, or One Hundred Years' Ado or So.

The Moving Museum of Trans- Martin LutherKing, Jr. 250 6th-graders 5 days
Game portation / Francis Wym, Middle 50 " It

Sch,Burlington

Summary: Together with staff from Museum of Transportation, students move ardund
the city, to the harbor, airport, MBTA terminals. They learn to use
maps charts, and do time-space calculations.

Waterways

Summary:

New Eng. Aquarium
Museum of Science
Children's Museum

Mary E. Curley Middle 30 8th-graders. 12 after
Marshall Simonds 30 " 11 noons

Middle,BUrlington

Students study. chemical properties, animal life, and ecology of three
bodies of 'water, working closely with staff members of New England
Aquarium, Museum of Science, and The Children's Museum. 223
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